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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION

The growing recognition

that

humaa resources

are the

key to productivity has lead to an iacreased awareness of

the inportaoce of small group problem solving.

Arnerican

industry in particular, is decentralizing, breaking

down

Lnto nanageable "chunks" or small groups of decision nakers.
More workers

problems

are involved in rnaking decisioas and solving

rather than Just a few people in the corporate

hietarchy.

This involvement of more workers in the decision
ptocess and

for

in

rnaking

problem solving groups underlies the need

optirnum problem

solving and decision rnaking guideliaes.

Bobele and Buchanan (L916)

state that "the complexity of

today's business environment, creates increasing pressure
on the organization and the manager's job. Better problern

solving ski1ls could help organizations survive and

grow

and, in addition, help the manager cope with his r:ituation"

(p. 255).
meeting

Youag (1980) agrees, "The group problem solving

is. . . an especially effective

complex novel problems which occur

(p. 3.).

approach

for solving

in organizationar settings"

this involveneat of nore workers
in problem solving is a proliferation of problern solving
oae consequence of,

This, in turn, has led to an increasing
on the importance of individual contributions

teehoiques and models.
emphasis

to the group

and the coiacident oeed

be well-versed

ia the varied

for

approaches

more people to

to

and the communication processes inherent

problear solviag

in

them.

Toffler (1980) states that we are in the midst of the
rise of a new civilization coming from the death of industrialissr.
Ferguson (1980) presents the same hypothesis substantiated

with research aad specifically cites treads that are occurring
world-wide: olci ways of chinking, dogmas, formuias--no
longer work. we are develrping
new

life stylesr

and analogies,

Third

nerir

aerd nodes

of

conmunication,

values and technologies, new ideas

classifications and concepts.

Wave enployers

increasingly need

.

rnen and

accept responstbility, who understand how
their work dovetails with that of others, who can
handle even larger Lasks, who adapt swiftly to changed
circumstances, and who are sensitively tuned in to
the peop le around therir ( Ferguson, l9g0 , p . a01) .
women who

ra other words, there is an increasing
eaa solve problems
cormuaicate

creatively and at the

for

peopre

same time

who

effectiveLy

with others.

Ia their book, In
Watermaa (1982)

rt

need

Search

of Excellence, peters and

indicate an overall developing pattexn.

that in the conpanies doing well financially, the
enphasis is upon people: appealing to their inner notivations
seens

and alloering then

to be part of the orgaaization

but, also

helping them excel iadividually. Companies such as these

are (L) ensuring employee participatioa in decisions that

affect

(Z) encouraging a great
deal of iaformal comrnunication; (3) uslng ad hoc groups
employee work environment,

for solving problems; and (4) acconplishing nore problen
solving aud decision rnaking ia small groups of people.

Esseatially, these orgaaizational trends wilL result in
involvemeat
where

will

of

in

more people

effective relational

problem solving situations

commuaicatioa

is

needed--people

skiLls to be satlsfied with Lhe
solving process. Eastoh (1971) cites a stuCy that

need communication

problem

pinpoints the

improvement,

of

problem solviag

ability

and

skills as esseatial ingredients for enhancing
orgaaizational efficiency and effectiveness (pp. L-Z).
commuuication

The int,errelat,ionship

of this

"new order',

to

problem

solving and comrnunication skills--especially the relat,ional

or interpersonal aspects of

problem solving greups--seems

assured'. Practically and hurnanistically comnunication skills

in

problem solviag

situatioas are of vital importance.

The Study and

Its Settins

fhe Nature of the
Cornmunication

is basic to

Problem

problem solving groups.

I,iithout eomrnuaication, groups could not function--it is
the neans by which problems are discussed and resolved.

The manner

in which group members communicate has been

of coacern to naay schol-ars
must address Lhe task
sane time deal

who acknowledge

that a group

or problem to be solved but at

with the

manner

the

in which group members communicate

(Bales, 1953r pp. L42-3; Hare, L976, p. 6; Collins & Guerzkow,
1964,

p. 61). St,eiaer (tgtZ) refers ro the naatrer in

which

group members commuaicate as "group process" (pp. g-9).
Group process

or the ioterpersonal

group members nust allow

the task at

or social

hand and

comnunication between

for the effective resolution of

at the

same time meet

and ernotional needs

the relationship

of group members (Bales,

1953,

pp. L42-3; Collins & Guerzkow, 1964, p. 6l; Fisher, 19g0,
p. 67; Hare, L976, p.6; Hoffman, 1979, p. lgg; Hoffman
&

I'laier,

L964, -p. 264; Tuckman, 1965,

communication can lead

p. 3g5). Effective

to satisfaction with the quality

of the solution (resolution of the task)
group menbers

with the decision (meeting social

emotional needs) (Carney, L977,

p. 60;

and acceptance by

Maier,

p. 8; Collins

and

& Guetzkow,

, p. f66). I"tirhin a
problen solving. group, these task and social dimensions of
group interaction are--for all practicaj. purpos.es--inseparabre
Lg64,

Hoffman &

L{IOT

aad interdependeotr* and must be studied with
depeadency

fact

does

in mind (Fisher, 1980, p. 57).

not preclude separating these

that inter-

However,

if,i"

Lwo dimensions

for

analysis.
For group

menbers

to reach a high quality decisioa

*Everr verbal interac tion has a content and a
ship dirnension (pisher, 1980, p. 100)"

re la

tioo-

ia terms of the objective facts of the problem and at the
same tine feel satisfied with the decision is difficult
to achieve in
p. 281;

problem solving situat,ioas (van Gundy, 19g1,

Hoffnan & Maier, 1967,

p. 175). Current

formal

structured problem solving methods* set forth the steps
which a group

is

conducted through the solutioa

by

of a problem.

However they do

not adequately pres.cribe "how" to conmunicate
during problem resolution that, would lead to satisfaction

with both the solutioa and the manner in which menbers
commu[icated

1973,

p.

with

each

other (pankowski, schroeder & Jahns,

22 quoted from Newcomb, Turner & Converse, Lg62,

pp. 477-81; Van Gundy, 1981, p. Zlg).
This study aims to make clear what coastitutes effective

rerational

communication

in structured

and how research indicates

problem solving groups

effective relational

communication

can be achieved.
The Need

Task and

relational

for the

components

Study

are equally important

in.problem solving groups (Bales, 1953, p. 142; Fisher,
1980,

p. 38; Steiner

requLrements are

.,

LgTZr

pp. g-9). However, while task

usually addressed by a problen solving

*S truc tured prob l em s o lving is a fornal,
structured
approach for so lving non-f,outine types. of problems. The
najority of these approaches are based upcn specific
principles and assumptions about crea tive thinking and
pro"blem so lving (Van Gundy, l98 I , P. 2).

nethod' relationaL skills are not addressed or treated adequately.
Ttrus, students

of problen solving are left without

adequate

guidellnes for how to achieve quality relational connunication.
Aa enigma remains

for "the

attain a 1evel of trust,
of

means

of developing groups to

opeoness,

comnuaication adequate

rlsk-taking and quality

to ful.fill their interaction

and production responsibilitiesrr (lfatsoa, 1969,

p.

431).

lhis neglect of relat,ional ski1ls, or interpersoaal
comuruaicatlon

factors in group problem solving is well-

documented. Nemiroff and King (f975, p. l) and Grossman
( fg 82

,

p

. 62) cal I for furrher

tion skills

necessary

researchers support

s

rudy to delineate communica-

in group decision making.

their findings

Other

aad decry the lack of

the study of the effects of communication variables
group decision naklag (Carney, L977,
L970,

p. 299; John, 1953, p. 1;

p. 201;

Rohrbaugh, L979,

p. 8; Hatl

McGrath &

on

& Wat,son,

Kravitz,

l9gZ,

p. 75; Stephenson, Michal_sen &

Franklin, L982, p. 320). Isaksen (f983) cires rhe need
for leaders of problem solving groups to have a-knorvledge

of group process so group
effectively

members can communicate more

and achieve greater

The second

satisfaction

(p

.

ZZ).

justification for this study is the aeglect

of relational compooents of

communicat,ion

in current problem

solviag methods. vaa Gundy (1981) argues that "most problem

solving techniques have emphasized the development of task

skilLs" to the neglect of interpersonal

communication

skills

p. 274).

He concluded

that alr but two out of a totar of

seventy-five current problem solving methods,
the

emphasized

of task skills to the neglect of interpersonaL
skills (Van Gundy, 1981, p. Z7)L. Further study of r,hree
deveLopment,

popular problenn solving methods* led this writer ro agree

that

problem solving techniques do not adequately address

the relatioaal aspects of conmunicatioa; that is, the

social and emotional problems

between people

in

problem

solviag groups.
Theoretical Rationale for the Study
Analysis of conmuni.cation in a task group (problem

solviag group) reveals two simultaneous problems: task
obstacLes and interpersonal

obstacles. Task obstacles

are

the difficulties group nenbers must overcome when communicat-

ing directly about the problem. rnterpersonal obstacles
include commuaication directed toward group relationships,
such as making oneself

clear to others, dealing with conflict,
maintainiug cooperation, and so on (Littlejohn, 19g3, p. Z2L).
fhe distinction between task and interpersonal reLations
has served as a convenient way to study other problem
solvlng group communication. Ln actuality, these. areas are

interrelated and are inseparable in accomplishing a task
and achieving satisfaction with the group process (Littleiohn,
*Norninal Group Technique (nelbecq, van de ven & Gustafson,
1975); Kepner-Tregoe (Kepner & Gregoe, r9B1, Lg79); creati;;-- -'
Problera Solving (No11er , L977).

1983,

p. 221; Fisher, 1980, p. 39).

Oae can

fulfill

borh

task and interpersoaal fuoctions with a siagle statement

(i.e., iafonnatioa directed toward task and lnfornatioa
directed about relationships) (Littlejohn, 1983, pp. 22L-2).
Figure 1 (see page 10) is a useful

modeL

outliaing

the

geaeral components of the group decision making process.
The oodel

illustrates that a group's ability to utilize

and integrate the
raembers

individual skills aod abilities of its

will affect individual

sat,isfaction.

When

group resources are used

advaatage an "assembly
product,

and gf,oup productivity and

to

best

effect" occurs in which the group

is superior to the individual work of the most

capable member.

Similarly,

rewarCs

for the group and the

iadividual caa be of a positive or negative nature.
Successful solution achievement, and successful int,etpersonal
commuaication

usually are positively rewarding.

group outcomes can be evaluated

However,

negatively. Positive

or negative, these evaluations in turn, affect future task
and int,erpersonal ef,forts

in the group, as indicated

by

the feedback arrows ia the model,
The model
how

ia Flgure 1 provides a meaos to illustrate

variables caa affect, problem solving group effect,iveness

and sat,isfact,ion

with the group's mar.ner of

communication.

For example, if by past experience a group member found

that other

members

of the problem solving group could not

be trusted to treat, comnunication contributioas with resDect.

nost Likely the next contributions would be somewhat tempered

or iahibiLed as a result of the negative previous experienee.
A positive experience would most lilcely encourage the continued
and williag contribution of ideas.
Thus, the model by Collins and Guetzkow provides

a

theoretical coastruct, through which factors that influeo.ce
the comnuaication process toward task and interpersonal
obstacles may be discussed. The model also serves as

a

basis for establishing the qualities of an effective solution.
An

effective solution has positive rewards associated with

the reLational or process aspect,s of conmunicatioa or

how

the group conmunicat,ed. second, an effective solut,ion

has

positive rewards related to the quarity of the solution or
resolution of the task--satisfact,ion with the solutioa
(Hoffnan & Maier, L967,
Aa

p. 175;

effective solution is

Hoffman & Maier, 1965, Lg64).

the group communica-

dependent, upoo

tion process--rrits ability to question, clarify, challenge,
support, synthesize or sunmarize
at appropriate intervals"
(Hatson, L969, p. 431). rn addition to providing rewards for

the iadividual and the group, research- stresses the inportance
of involving group nenbers in the decision making process if
t'hey are

to be committed to carrying out the group decisioa

(Watson, 1969,

p. 431; Hoffrnan & Maier,

19G5,

p.

3g6).

This participative decision making, involving full coramitment and involvenent

of group members vrill result

in group effectiveness and satisfac,tion

when

more often

full attention
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is paid to variabres that affect
in the

communication interaction

problem solving group (Cotlins & Guet,zkow, Lg64,

p.

gg;

Krueger, 1983, pp. 50-54; LittLejoha, 1983, pp. 206-7;

Steiner, L972, p.

L2).

Parameters

of the

Study

This study focuses oa snall groups of people with

stated task or problen to be resol.ved who influence

a

each

other through direct, face-to-face coctacts. fhis study

wiLl

address elements

of

coramunication found by research

t,o infLuence problen solving groups toward

of task and malnt,enance objectives.
acknowledged

facilitation

However,

while it is

that self-serving behaviors* do influence

gioup

iateract,ion, to limit the scope of this paper, sel.f-serving
behaviors aad other psychological events

interaal to

members

of a problem solving gloup are not, addressed except, as
they have been operationalized into observable cornmunication
events which influence and are out,comes

i.e., trust, feedback,

and cooperation, etc.

The communication infLuences and

aad outcomes

of

of group process,

factors are Variables

communication derived from research

specifically

studying comnunication relatioas in problem solving siLuations.

other variables that affect communication in problem solviag
groups rnay exist.

*Self-serving beha.;iors are the hidden agendas or private
opinioas and rnotives of group menbers which influence their
interpersoaal relations in a group and are dysfunctional to
the group (Goldhaber, 1983, p. 269).

L2

This study does aot address iaterpersonal comnuaication
f ac tors

in groups o ther than in

setting.

This study seelcs to

a f orrna

add

1 prob lem

lving

to the res earch on

communication factors which can be applied

problern solving groups to increase the
acceptance of solutions

so

sa

in structured

ti s f ac tion

and

.

The Research Procedures

The Conputer Search
communication

factors which facilitate acceptaoce and

satisfact,ion with the group's decision were sought from the

results of research specifically studyiag interpersonal
communicatioa influences

of literature

ia

problem solving

groups. A list

sources was obtained using Blbliographic

Retrieval Services, Inc., a computerized data

bank.

Research-orieated material was sought from two data

bases:

Psych Abstracts (searched from 197g through July

1983) and Dissertation Abstracts rnternational (searched

fron

1861 through

L977). The descriptors "interpersonal

communication" and "problen solving" were selected for

data retrieval.

By

liniting the

computer search

articles to the last five years, the most receot
wourd be determined. Bibliographies

for journal
resear"h

of the journal articles

and the dissertations provided research depth

to the

study.

l3

Res

earch

S

e

L

ec

Research

ted ,f or the S tudy

that studied problen solving

in marriage and the family, adolescents
with gender as a deterninaat of behavior

and communication

and chirdren, or
was

deleted.

psych

Abstracts and Dissertatior.rs rnternational ylerded thirty-

to 1983. Dlssertation Abstracts
rnternatioaal fron 1.861 to L971 ptovided elevea sourees.
sevea sources from 1978

Vlhile a computer search system provides a practical,

up-to-date and efficient research method, the data

base

chosen can only provide sources which have been entered

into the data base. ftre trained researcher who assisted
in ny literature search advised that the substantive literature
we were seelcing would

not be found in the ERrc

oR Business

bases. Further, researchers in the commuaication
discipline do not liave their studies compiled in a communication
r'ndex data

studies data base. studies in speech communication are
subsumed

within the data bases of other disciplines.

Hence,

communication research studies must be sought through less

than current summaries or overviervs.t'c

Inclusion of Other Researgh for the
A manual search
Lg8z, revealed ,ro

of

Study

comnunication yearbooks

r"r"rr.lil*s

,

L977 through

on problem solving or

*It would be invaluable if Cragan and Liright (f9g0) and
Larsoa (197r) eatered their overviews of commuiication studies
into a data base.

LI+

decision makiog. several studies were unearthed in comprehen-

sive

summaries

I.Iright,
theses

of

speech communicat,ion research (Cragan

19801 Larson,

at the Uoiversity of

additional sources.
smal

l

rdere

1971).

group

cornmunica

A manual search

of

&

master's

t'liscoasin-Madison provided two

Books by

respected researchers

tion

problern

a nd

so

in

lving areas of

the
s

tudy

also consulted.
Key Terms Used
Group

in the

Study

Process. Process includes all the productive

interpersonal actions by which peopLe achieve a task

all those noaproductive actions that are prompted
frustration,

competing motivations,

or

and

by

iaadequate uader-

staading (Steiaer, L972, p. 8).
Group Problem Solving

problem solviag

or Group Decision Making.

is an activity involving recognit,ion

Group

and

diagnosis of a problem, generat,ing and testing of solution
proposals, and decision to adopt and implement a.particuLar
proposed solution (Hallenstein, L976,

p. 8).

Effective Group ProbLern Solving. Problern solving is

effective

when detersliaations

(a) are sound (accurate, appropriate,

workable, ete.); (b) are the product of arl available resources

ia the group; (c)

demonstrate

(d) refl.ect participantsr
their

own group process

creativity in content;

and

awareness and responsiveness to

(tlaltenstein, L976, p. B).

Structured Problem Solving. Structured problen solving
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is a formal, structured

approach

for solving non-routine

types of problems. Problern solving approaches used ia structured
problem solving are connonly referred

to as creative

problem

solving techniques and are most appropriately used whea
custon-made solutions are

required.

The

majority are

based

specific princlples and assumpt,ions about creative
thlnking and problen solving (Van Gundy, l9gl, p. 2).

upon

Rgmainder

The remaining chapters

of the Study

of the study are organized

follows: chapter Two is a review of literature

as

seeking

communication variables which work towards improving the

relations aspects in problem solving as distingt from
task or technical skills. This literature is based on research

human

which studied communication

in

problem solving groups.

intent of chapter rrr is to clarify how communication
toward effective decisions may be irnproved. To accomplish
this, chapter rrr witl discuss how communicatioa variables
The

relate to the two qualities of an effective decision.
Chapter Four presents insights gained from the study
and

a

summary

of the findings. suggestions for future

eonclude the paper.

research
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Endnote
I-Two

revisions of van Gundy's "Techniques of structured
Problem.!olv-ing" substantiate tire work's
Barlow (1982) states "A1r in alr, this is definitiveness.
an excerlent book,
both in its text and in its comprehensive bibliography
which
contains references to most of the major books
ia
trre
field,,
(p' 7) ' The second review, puuiisrrea-by Braiu
iechnologies
corporation in ro"""/!re.ri"iry (rssr) -;.;;;;
ian
cundy,s
book as a "biblffirched,
aad
well-indexed aid to- creative problem sofviig.
""it-oiganized
:-.
in
every
sease, this is a sober, advanced guide
CiS,,(pp.5-6).
Further, the rece[cy aud compreteness ofto"Techaiques,,
justify
it as a
credible source.

CHAPTER

II

REVIEhI OF LITEMTURE

"Effect,ive group functioning can occur ooly when optinal
levels. of task and interpersonal efforts are reached" (tittlejohn,
1983,

p. 261). 'Task and int,erpersonal efforts' are inter-

related* communication behaviors; they determine the effectiveness

of the group and consequently the effectiveness of its decision
or solutiqn*rk (Bales, 1953, pp. L42-3; Collias & Guetzkow,
p.61; Fisher,1980, p.67; Hare,1976, p.6; Hoffman,
L979, p.188; Hoffman & ltaiei, 1964, p. 264; Tuckmau, 1965,

1954,

p. 385).

As Figure

I

(page

8,

Chapter

t) ittustrates,

commuai-

cation behaviors directed toward task resolution and interpersonal

relations are affected by'variables. To determine

how communica-

tion variables affect problern solving effectiveness, this
study deemed it essential to critically review researach

literature. Chapter II is

such a review

of literature for

*The interrelatedness and inseparabirity of commuaicatioa
directed toward task and interpersonal relations was indicated
iu Chapter I. One caa fulfitl both task and interpersonal
fuactions with a slngle statement (l,itt1e5ohn, 19g3, pp. ZZL-2).

effective decision is the result of commun.ieation
leading to satisfaction with the quality of the solutioa (resolution of the task) and acceptance of the group's manne! of communication (meeting sociar and enotional needs) (carney, L977,
p. 8; Collins & Guetzkow, L964, p.60; Hoffman & Maier, 1967,
p. 166; Hoffman & Maier, 1965, L954).
d'"*An
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communication variables based upon the research nethodology

set forth in Chapter I.
To present the review

of literature in a coherent manner,

an organizing framework was sought. However, no receot
t'heories at,tenpt, to form a uaiform category systen of variables

nor attenpt to bring the research on variables to

conmunicat,ion

iato an iotegrated franework (Llt,tleJohn, 1983, p.

222).

I,lhile variables that infLue!.ce communication toward task
aad interpersoaal

efforts in

been researched widely

found a wide variety

problera solving groups have

(tittle;ohn, 1983, p.

ZZ2)

this

study

of clasdification systens and terminologies

for those variables. rt appears that while researchers
studying the

differentl.y.
ioteract to

same pheaomena,

the pheaonena are defined

Researchers generally agree

shape the aature

are

of

that variabLes

communi.cation

ia

problem

solving groups but researchers rarel-y define, classify or
study variables in similar lrays. In the speech

commuai-ca-

tion discipline alone, cragan and wright (19s0) found thirreen
category syst,ens for discussing variables that affect commuaica-

tion in

problem soLving group"..1

Fisher (1980) contends that using different caregory
systens to understand complex phenomena of commuaication

is sensibl-e, as it leads to achieving the "fulLest possible
understanding of communication and group process" (p. fO4).
Moreover, Fisher argues

that the category systen used for

study of interactioa inevitably reflects a way of understanding

l9

that which is considered most important in the particular
comnunication process (Fisher, 1980, p. 104). Alrong others,
the following researchers have presented frameworks for
discussing variables that affect communication in small

groups: Bales (1953); Collins & Guerzkow (1964); Fisher
(1980); Goldhaber (r983); Hare (rsZOl; Shaw (L976); and
Steiner (L972).

0f the category systens iroted above, Gol.dhaber's
most suitable

for this paper to

in discussing variables

use as a frame

t,o comnunication

in

of

seemed

reference

problem solving

groups. This paper selected Goldhaber's framework for four
reasons: 1) clarity (categories ere reasonabry wel-I-defined);

2)

scope (categories

reflect

most major areas

of study);

3) recency (1983); and 4) specificity ro this paper's area
of study (Goldhaber used the probl.*-rolrriog group as the
context for discussion of key variables t,o communicat,ion
as it is a fornal group activity and is the most
group

common

in the work organization) (Goldhaber, 1983, p.

The selection

of GoldhaLer's

argument stated above

265).

framework supports Fisher,s

that the category system

used for

the study of interaction reflects a particular perspective--

in this case, the

problem solving group.

Goldhaber (1983)

tists the following key variables

as influencing communication between rnembers in

problem

solving groups: networks and small group ecology, individual
versus gloup problem-solving, group size, Ieadership,
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conformity, coof lict, and functioaal dimensions ( task,
aad self-serving behaviors)

(pp. 268-86).

mai.nt,enance,

These key variables

provide the basis for a crit,ical review of research involving
conmunication

in

problern solving

of the following literature
research oo the above

groups.

seeks

The discussion

to discern in

what ways

listed variables can contribute

improving conmunicat,ion betweea members

towards

of problen solviag

groups to achieve an effective decision.
Key Variables to Communication
Networtcs and Smal l

The review

with

Group

Eco

lbgy

of literature in this section is

how problem

concerned

solving groups are influenced by

message

florv patterns and the spatial arrangements and physical
distances between group nnembers. Goldhaber (1983) defines
message

flow pattelns as "networks.tt Networks determine

"the paths that are
1983,

open

for the flow of

messages" (Goldhaber,

p. 27L). Physical dist,ance (seating patrerns)

spatial relat,ionships

between rnembers

and

is called "small

group

ecology" (Goldhaber, 1983, p. 2OZ). Ir is inportanr to
study both networks and spatial arrangements for their effects
on satisfaction rith problem solving group interaction.
Ne

tworks

A great deal of interest has been demonstrated at the

organizational level regarding the adequacies and analysis
of network structures for ef,fective information flow (Goldhaber,

2L

1983,

p.272). I,lhile it is

acknowledged

that problem solving

groups are usually interdependent with the Larger organization

of which they are a part, this
effects of

message

PaPer

is

concerned

with

the

flow in the problem solving group Per

se.
The cumber and arrangement

or

of

communication "paths"

channels amoag gtoup members exert a powerful influence

upoo the group. For a problem solving grouP

its

members must be

able to

Communication networks

communicate

to function effectively

easily and efficiently.

that perrnit the free flow of ideas,

efficiency of the grouP and satisfaction

affect

Lhe

by iLs

members

experienced

with group process and solution. This study

fouad that problem solving techniques have applied the results

of research by
at different
more

employing

phases

different

communication networks

of the problem solving

to

Process

achieve

effective decisions.2
Networks are not necessarily dependent upon the physical

locatiou of group members but represent Patterns of
can communicate with

r,lhorn

and whether the communication

is direct or via another group
Researchers have graphically

of

communicatioa

who

member (Shaw, 1975,

p.

138).

illustrated several petterns

flow in the smal1 problem solving

As an exanple of the research, Figure

2

group.

illustrates five-

person communicati.on networks derived frorn experirnental

investigations. Circles represent positions of
lines reDresent

group members,

communication channels and arrows indicate

z2

oae-way chaanels

or paths.

The wheel, chain and Y aetworks

are usually referred to as highl.y ceatralized because
person
The

is central to all the messages, wherever they flow.

cirele

and comcon,

for exanple, are considered decentralized
is central lo the message

networks because no one person

flow (Fisher,1980, p.78; Goldhaber,1983, p'.271;
L976,

oae

p.

Shaw,

139).

x*Y*#trtr
wheel

chain

cirele

baned
circle

doublebarred
circle

ft**ftft
comcon

Figure 2.

chain

(X)

circle (X)

pinwheel

cornmunicatioa networks used

situations (Shaw, L976, p. 139).
The usual method

networks upon groups

of research is to

in

tripf ebanod
circle

alpha

experimentar

impose various communication

in order to deternine their

consequences

for group process. Studies have shown that, various patterns
of communication affect leaciership ennergence, mernber reactions.
an-d-

probletn solving eff iciency.
Leadership Energence. Research indicates

pefson rho occupies a central position
network has a high

of the group.

that

the

in a communication

probability of energing as the leader

Lfhen

the network

cons is

ts of

pos

i t,ions oi

approximately equal centrality, a leacier is less likerv
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to

emerge (shaw, 1976,

p. 140). Furthernore, the funetional
role and personality characterisitics of the central figure
have a great

effect in determiaing the efficiency

of that group (Clawar, 1966; Focar-Szocki, Lggll
L979; Klier, 1955).

and effectiveness

Goldman,

Group Member Reactions. communication networks

group member reactions

Ia general a persou
is

affect

to the group aad its activities.

who occupies

a centratized position

satisfied with that position than are group rnembers
who occupy less central positions with rinited communication
more

facllities.

Since the morale

the satisfactron of its

in decentralized

of the group depends upon
satisfaction is greater
networks (e.g., circle, concon)

members, group

communication

than in centralized networks (".g., wheel, chain, y). These
consequences have been reported by almost
who have exanined

(Shaw, L976,
Problern

p.

satisfaction in

all

researchers

communication networks

L42).

solving Efficiency. The burk of research

on

communicat'ion networks has been

directed towarc the analysis

of

ReseazrchErs

problem solving

efficiency.

generally

agree that-the tasrc

is the deterraining factor among network
efficiency.
the task is rerativer.y simpr.e aad requires
'ohen
only the collation of information, a ceotralized network
is

efficient in terms of time and transmission (cohen,
1959; Klier, 1955; Shaw, L976, p. f43). When rhe rask
is
most

nore comprex decentralized networks are nore efficient
in
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terns of tine aad accuracy; fLrthermore, in such instances,
decentralizednetworks foster more cohesive groups (Fisher,
1980,

p. yig; Goldhaber, 1983, p. 27L; Shaw,

L976,

p.143).

Greater accuracy is most likely due to the greater opportunity
anong decentralized group members

of ideas (Klier,
Shaw

for the

exchange and development

1955).

notes that research findings of relative efficiency

for centralized

and decentralized groups are contrary to

the usual assumptions about centralized arrangements being
the most efficient.

Ln

real-life situations

where groups

are faced with tasks more complex than the nost,

complex

experinental task, decentralized communication networlcs

will be most effective (Shaw, L976,p. L44).3 A d"""ntralized
network, such as a circle, is thought to be more effect,ive
due Lo the coaliLion fornat,ion which emerges from

of

this

type

network.4

Explanatory Concepts. Why do communication networks

partially determine group effectiveness
Shaw proposes t?ro

saturation.

explanatory concepts: independence

Independence

Irith which the individual
. 'group member's

and satisfaction?

refers to the degree of
may

independence

and

freedom

functioo in the group.

A

of action is influenced by access-

ibility to information, situational factors, act,ions of
other group nembers, and by the member's

ovrn perception

of the situation. Defined in this way, independeace is
related to group efficiency but even {nore stroagly to mernber
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satisfaction (Shaw, L976,p.
The eoncept

of

L46).

iodependence helps

to

expLain why higher

levels of satisfaction and acceptaoce with the solution
usually are the result of more open discussion
Burke & Maier, 1965,

p.663). Moreover, it

(Hoffman,

appears

that

the

actual influence oa the decision is the nost, important source

of satisfactioa for a group member.

Tlre

results of

Hoffmaa

et al. (1965) suggest that while the opportunity to participate
should be provided, neither the opportunity

nor

Lhe amount

to paiticipate

of part,icipation is as critical to sat.isfactioa

as having had a direct influeace on the solution or having

ooe's opinion truly reflected in the decisioa (p. 666).
Therefore, greater freedom to exert an influeace on the

solution leads to satisfaction.
The concept of saturation Tefers to the ttcommunication

overload experienced by group members

in

communicat,ion networks" (Shaw

a

LN

centralized positions

, L976, p. 146).

The

total

saturation of a central position deiives from communication
requirements, organizational decisions, and data rnanipulat,ion

that

may be needed

for task completion. Shaw states that

the notion of saturation accounts for most of the effects

of group performance observed in

communication aetworks.

For example, the central position in a vrheel network is
more vuloerable

to satuiation than any position in a decentialized

netwotk, such as a circle.
demands

Saturation will not result from

of a simple taskl therefore, the greater efficiency

z5

for simple problens in a wheel network.
However, a more complex task places communication demands

upon the central posit,ion

quickly

becomes

to

such an extent,

that the position

at least partly saturated, thus reducing

the efficiency of the group (Shaw, L976r pp. L46-7), Thus,
decentralized aetworks, being less prone t,o saturatioo are
more

effective in solving complex, i11-structured

problerns.

Anything that increases denands upon the group is likely

to interfere with centralized networks more than with decentralized
networks (Shaw, L976rp. L47).
Summary. Goldhaber (1983) provides

concerning choice

of network for

a succinct,

summary

problem solving situations.

Problen solving groups should use a centralized network
when the problem

and

is

is siraple, the group

errors, and is looking for a leader.

more complex,

When

the problenr

a group should use a decentralized network

if hlgh morale, satisfaction wiLh the
and

wants minimun messages

problem solving process

flexibility are desired (Goldhaber, 1983, p.
Goldhaber's summary

272).

of the research portrays an "either/or"

choiceofnetwork for problem solving group.s. In fact,, problem
solviag groups may choos'e to use differeat comrnunication
networks

for different

phases

of the problen solving process

depending upon communication needs

for tasks and goals (Chung

A

Ferris, L97L, p. 524; Erffmeyer, 1981, p. 79; Peebles, 1972,
p. 2; Yar. de Ven & Delbecq, L971, p. 210; Van de Ven & Delbecq,
L974, p.605).
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It should also be noted that Goldhaber's
coacerning choice

of

conclusions

to

communication networks apply

tions as consistefltly as they do to problem solving

organiza-

groups.

For both problem solving gtoups and organizatioaal structures,
researchers genetally agree

problens, especially

humaa

that for the resolution of

complex

relatioas problens, the more opea

aad decentralized the communicatioa network, the better.

Deceatralized networks
members

pernii

more invoLvemeat by group

or individuals in the organizat,ion, leading to greater

sat,isfaction with the process of decision rnaking and rcith
the quality of the solution.

In coaclusion,

of pivotal

communication networks are

aad basic inportance

to group member satisfaction with

quality of the decisioa

for

and acceptance anC support

the
the

decision. Since the networks used in problen solving
techniques

directly influence

and horv much,

who can comtnuaicate

the importance of network choice for

to

whom

a

specific task cannot be underestinated. Furthernore,
netrsorks,

"set the stage"

to be a basic paradigm

and appear

for the interplay of the other key variables to
Networks seefir

to be a foundation for group menber satisfaction

with proeess and solution. After all,
easue

communication.

for the other

tcey

message

flow

must

variables (except for group size)

to iafluence the group communicati.on

process.

If a problern solving group attenpts to attack a problem
wiLhout an agreed upon comErunication network, a network
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wilL

always emerge from the unstructured group discussi.on.

Since research provides clear expectat,ions aad resuLts to

be derived from various networlts, it seems reasonabLe
sensibLe

to

of research
with the

reconmend

and

that problem solvers utiLize the results

and choose a communications network

in

accordance

above findings.

Snall Group Ecology
llembers

of

problem solving groups are also influenced

by spatial arrangements and physical distance (Goldhaber,
1983,

p. 273). Studies reveal that the choice of
reflects cultural orieatat,ions

arrangements

prefereaces which,

p.

and persoaal

in turn, affect the quality

of int,erpersonal cornmuaicatlon

(Mccrath &

seat,ing

and patt,erns

I(ravitz,

LlBZ,

, p. L37) . Group seat,ing arraogemenrs
also deternine significantly the flow of communication and
21.3;

Shaw

,

L976

interaction in the group, the status ass.igned to group members
and the emergence

of leaders

(Shaw, pp. 133-37).

Research shows a pos i tive re la tionship

be

tw.een the

perceptioa of leadeiship and status and the central seating

position in the group.

The person who.

sits at the head

of a rect,angular table is usually perceived as the

leaderrand

convexseLy, the leader usually chooses to occupy the

at the head of rhe table (Shaw, 1976, p. 136).

s

ea

t,

Sommer

(in Goldhab€rr f983) found thar orher participants arrange
thems

e

lves so they can s ee the leader

.

According to

Somm€r,
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sitting withir

eye contact

of the leader results in

more

participation (Goldhaber, 1983, p.202). Furthermore,
more conversatioas are

directed to those people who occupy

the ceatral seating positioa (Rawls,

p. 246).

Persons

sitting et the

Rawl-s &

Frye'

1969,

ead posi.tioas of, rectangular

tables participate more and are seen as haviag more iafLuence
oa the group decisioa than persocs seeted at the sides
L975,

(Shaw,

p. f34).

At rectaogular tables adults prefer side-by-side seating

for cooperative tasks

and across the table seating

for

competi-

t,ion (Sharr, L976, p. L32). Second, interaction is nore

tikely to occur across a rectangular tabLe than
around

it

(Shaw,

p. L37).

at, a rouad table there

I,lhea members

is a strong

proeeed

of a group are seat,ed

tendeocy t,o comnunicate

with persoas across rather than adjacent to each other

p.

(Shavr,

r34).

Correlating sat,isfaction with the seating atrangements

of

five-member groups, Thomas (L972) found

that sitting

close together (within two feet,), at a round table, with
good eye contact,

rather than sitting side by side in

a

Line arraugement,, contributed to improved interpersonal
communication, cooperatiorr, gtoup harmony, feelings

of frlead-

liness, narmth and informality (pp. ffO-12). Sitting far
apart (six feet) tended to arouse feelings of hostility,
cool-ness, and

fornality which did not foster

personal. communication (Thornas, L972,

good

pp. I10-12).

inter-
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Shaw (L976)

provides a recapitula.t,ion of research

group ecology: group process
aspects
and

of the

beliefs.

oa

is affected by the physical

environnent, and interacts

with attitudes

Second, individuaLs and groups

typicalty

assume

a proprietary orientation toward where they usualLy sit
which they defead agaiast "invasion,." Ttrird, nembers of

a group have personal standards for interpersoual distances
between themseLves aad others which

affects theit choice

of seating arrangements. Fourth, aa individuaL whose personal
space

is

iavaded reacts defensively, evoking negative feelings.

Fifth, there is a positive relationship
. posit,ion and

determine

to

status in the group. sixth, seating
some

group. Fioally,

seat,ing arrangements infLueace the quality
(Shaw, !976,

pp. 148-52).

Summary. Satisfact,ion vrith the
and acceptance

arrangement,s

extent the communication patterns in the

of group interaction

atrangements

between spatial

quality of the solution

of the decision is infLuenced by the

of

seating

group members. While seating airange-

nents det,ermine to some extent the comnunication patterns

in the group, it

appears Lhat the greatest infLuence exerted

by seating arrangenents is on the social aad emotioaal
dimeasion

of group process.

Problem solving methods should therefore arrange seating

to foster interpersonal

comnunication rvhich enhances group

clinate for participation. This will, in turn, facilitate
satisfaction with group process due to the felt perception
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of having

had ao iofluence on the

solution. l{oreover, seating

arrangements which put members close together, which minimize

status and maximize eye contact,

will

encourage particpat,ion.

Iadiyidual Versus Group Problen Solving
since the lat,ter 1800s to the present, research coneerning
group superiority over individuals

in

problern solviag has

beea condueted. The research has yielded

rn

maay instaaces groups

conflicting resdlts.

are not as effective or ef,ficient

as individuals in solving problems (pankowski, schroeder

&

Jahns, L973, p. 21). Whether individuals or groups are
more

effective

depends

upon: 1) the skills

and experience

of the person involved (group resources including

leader

resources); 2) the nature of the task; 3) the interaction
process; and 4) choice of individual or group int,eraction

in the

problem solving cycle (Gustafson, Shukla, Delbecq

I'lalster, L973; Peebles, L972, p. 2; Rohrbaugh, L979, p.
Vroom &

&

90;

Grant, 1969, p. 7S).

G,roup

Resources. while it is difficult

to quantify

the superiority of groups or individuals ia problem solving,
the evidence seems to suggest that groups are superior in
producing raore ideas and decisions

of better quality

an average individual working alone (chung & Ferris

,

than
Lg7L,

p. 524; Goldhaber, 1983, p. 274i HoLloman & Hendrick, LglL,
p. 489; Peebles, L972, p. 2; Rohrbaugh, L979; Vroom & Grant,
1969). An explanation of group problem solving superiority
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is that while the group proceeds from independeat
through group discussion

thought

to final private opinion,

in an overt vote for the group solutioa, a person
alone moves frorn independent thought

curmiaating

working

directly to final private

opinion (Hall, Mouton & Blake, 1963, p. 154). Group probLera
solving can be conceptualized as a process that maps a ',dis-

tribution of individual preferences" into a siagre collective
decision (Laughlin & Adamopoulos, 1980, p. 941). Blau and

scotr (Lg62) (cired in

Holloman aad Hendrick (1g71) propose

that groups are superior to individuals due t,o the errorcorrecting property of social interaction which takes place
_within the group. An individual problem solver has only

his

own perspect,ive t,o

consider, whil-e social int,eraction

provides for aa exchange of ideas vierved from varied perspectives
aud baclcgrouads. The chances

that false assumptions

and

errors in decision will be detected are multiplied (Holloman &
HenCrick, L97L,

p.

489).

Since the group usually contains all the resources

for solving a part,ieular problem, it is up to
leader to reach a grouprs potential (Maier, L967, p.

needed

the
246).

Maier (1967) asserts that leader skill is thekey to whether

a group is superior to an individual in problem-solving
(pp. 239-47). Choice aad selection of group merirbers wiLl

of oecessity determine the kind

aad

quality of

resources

available for leader facilitation.
llature of the Iask. Researchers generally agree that
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of the task or the

Lhe nature

whether groups are suPerior

problem

to be solved influences

to individuals (Maier, 1967

p. 247; Shaw, L975, P. 68; Vroom & Grant, f969). Individuals
are better on tasks that call for centralized action or
orgaaization of parts. Groups perform better than individuals
when the ptocess

is

problem solving but not necessarily

when the process iuvol.ves

a judgment. (On the basis of

statistical probability there is a greater probabiltty in
problem solving that at least one member in the grouP could
solve the probLem (Holloman & Hendrick, 1971, p. 489).)
Groups are

is

needed

better than indivduals

when

a variety of infornation

to solve a problern and when a number of

stePs

nust be correctly comPleted (Shaw, L976rp. 68).
Choice

of Indiviin"l ot

Group

Interaction in the Ptoblen

Solving Cyc16. A study by Hall, Mout'on and Blake (1963)
can be applied to groups as a whole and to the consideration

of

when

it is appropriate to elicit

grouP interaction aad

to use indivldual judgnents ia the problern solving
cycle to allow the final product to be superior. Hal-l et

when

al. (1963)

summarize three

distinct posit,ions

represented

in the li'teratu:re concerning group versus individual effectiveness in problem solving (p. 153). A "pooiing" positioa
argues that group decisiofls are superior
made

in quality to decisions

by individuals due to the pooling of individual judgnents.

Groups do

better on tasks that require pooling of

ideas

or iaformat,ion but individuals do better with tasks that
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reguire individual labor and judgnents (Gustafson et al.,
1973, pp. 282-83). The "emelgent product" position argues

that groups are superior to individuals working alone because
interactioa allows a better solution or product to energe.
A decision which results from group interaction is considered
"emergent" sitrce

it represents

more than

either a

simpre

conbination of member coatribution or a mele reflection

of the best mernber effort (HalI et al., 1963, p.
The "compromise" position

155).

rejects these two other possibilities

that group decisions merely represeat a compromise
of individual contributions.
and argues

0f the three positions, Hall et al. (1953)

demonstrated

that a decision produced through group interact,ion is superior
because group discussion contribut,es something "over and

effects of stat,istical pooling. Appatently
interaction facilitates success due to the group's discussion

beyond" the

of individual judgnents, arrowing a procuct to emerge from
the group's efforts (ttatl et al., L963, p. i55). Some researchers
feel that

problem solving

is

most

effective

when merhods

rely on individual work for idea generation and individual
judgneats are then pooled. The "poor" provides the basis
for group interaction which allows the ,remergeoce,, of the
group product. rnteractioa with the group has been found
to be dysfunctional during idea generation of problem solving
when the group task is t,o generate information on a problem
and the measure of effectiveness

is the number of

ideas
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or

good ideas produeed (Gustafson

L972,

p.

p. 2;

Rohrbaugh, L979,

et al.,

p. 90;

L973,

Vroom &

p.16;

Grant,

Peeble,

1969,

78).
By r.ray of summarizing the research on

group effectiveness

in

problem

solving,

individual versus

Shaw ProPoses .several

hypotheses:

1)
Z)
3)
4)
5)
6)

lhe nere pteseace of others increases the rnot,ivation
level of a perfonning iadividual whea the iadividual
exPects to be evaluated. .
Group judgments ate suPerior to iadividual judgnents
oa tasks that iavolve random erro! . .
Groups usuaLLy produce more aad better solutions
t,o problems than do individuals working alone . .
Groups usually require more Line to compLete a
task thaa do individuals working alone, especially
when time is measured ia man-minutes
More aew and radical ideas are produced by both
iodividuals and grouPs when critical evaluation
of ideas is suspeaded during the production
period
Decisioas r,rade after group discussion are usually
mote risky than decisions nnade by the average
(Shaw,
individual prior to grouP discussion .
L976, pp. 78-80)

This last hypothesis appears to be a result of responsibility

for decisions being

shared by group rnembers.

Summary. I'lhile research on problem solving has

shown

that on the basis of statistical probability an indiviriual
may be

L97L,

able to solve a speeific problem (Holloman & Hendrick,

p. 489), group problem solving is often undertaken

to ensure that the grouP that nust execute the decision
accept,s the decision and

feels

good about the decisi.on.

By genuinely seeking opinions through the decision making

process, member involvenent toward the solution most
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likely will help ensure support for

eaactmeat

of that

decisioa.

of this chapter is testinony

However, the content

the

many

to

variables that, operate on group iateraction process

towards a

solution. If group probLen solving is desirable,

theo it is nandatory to alleviate the inhibiting factors,
whlch ioterfere with group acceptaace

of the decision

and

satisfaction with the quality of the decislon. To this
ead, group training ia desirable group behavior has been
shown

to increase satisfaction with the decision promoting

group goals over individual goals (Paakowski

et al.,

1973).

Grouo Size
Frosr the discussion

group problen solving

of the research on iadividual

versus

it is apparent that, groups can be

superior to individuals for problen solving tasks. .rl,esearch
has shown that group size ean affect the quality of the

decision and
1983,

member

satisfactlon with group process

p. 285). Therefore, it

seens esseatial

what constitutes optimum group size
and why

for

to

(Goldhaber,

determine

problern solving

size affects acceptaxrce and sat,isfaction rvlth the

quality of the decision.

Thomas and

Flnk (fg03)

rev.iewed

thirty-one empirical studies of snall groups aad concluded

that the najor

independent

variable, group size,

was

related to several dependent variables.*
*Dependent variables included group performance, distribution
of participation, the nature of interaction, group organization,
member perfornance, confornity and consensus, and rnember
satisfaction (Thomas & Fink, 1953,p. 37L).
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Methodological short-comings

of studies of group size precLuded

the assertion of further broad generalizations. The choice

of group size for

problem solving must take

the effects of other intervening variables
1963, p.383)

into consideration

(Thomas & Fink,

.

Thomas aad

Fink (1963) cite specific findings from

thelr review of the studies on snall groups: quality of
performaace and group produetivity were

with group size under
were smaller groups

cooditions, and under no conditions

superior.

i.eadership functions
decreased

some

The opportunity

to

(in a leaderless discussion

adopt

group)

directly with an increase in group size.

involviag the nature of int,eraction led
(fgOS)

positively correlated

Studies

Thomas and Fink

to teatat,ively conclude that smaller groups inhibit

expression

of

disagreements and dissatisfaction more than

large groups. Moreover, smaller groups give each group
member more

behavior.

opportunity to interact and to exhibit leadership

A

profile of several studies on group organizat,ion

indicated that as size increased there was a decrease in
group cohesiveness aad an increase

in organization and divisioa

of labor in the group, as well as devel,opment of cliques
and

it

fact,lons. I'lhile conformity

can aot, be

was affected by group size

directly related to pressures to

to variations in task

and procedures

conform due

of the studies.

The

general trend of the thirty-one studies indicated that the

smaller the group the nore likely the individual will

be
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satisfied with the discusslon and one's contributi.oa
Fink, L963, pp. 373-78).
Holloman aad Hendrick (1971)

(Thonas

&

affirnr that the smaller

the group the more satisfaction and cohesion (p. 490).
However' as groups

get larger certain restraints work against

satisfact,ion. l"lhile increasiag the number of members in
a group most llkely increases the group's resources for
dealing with a problem, there is less t,ine for each

member

t'o contribute, the pattern of cornmuaication varies in the
group, and subgroups begao to form, with the result that

iacreasingly larger proportions of the group are discouraged
from making overt contributions (Holloman & Hendrick, Lg7L,

p. 499). lhis

decrease

in opportunity to directly influence

the decislon leads to less satisfact,ion.

In terms of decision adequacy, Holloraan

and Hendrick

(197r) conclude that group interaction does increase decision
accuracy beyond that attributable

of averaging.

to the statistical effects

However, the extent

to which group decisions

beaefit from the effects of interaction is related t,o the

size of the group. Groups of six were nore accurate in
terms

of decision

adequacy than group,

of three and niae.

of six did not differ significantry in their
decision adequacy from groups of twelve and fifteen. Thus,
However, groups

"while groups of 6, 12, and 15 rvere equal in accuracy, considerations of economy point to the use of groups of approxinately

6"

(Holloman & Hendrick,

seem

to

p. 500).

Groups

of larger size

spend more time on leadership and procedural concerns.
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leaving less time

and, energy

(Holloman & Hendrick, 197L,

for the solution of group task

p. a90). Lendiag suPPort

to.

this last finding, Bare (Lg76) found that' as t'he size of
the gfoup increases, a greatef Proportion of available energy
nust be allocated to the coordinatioa of effort and group
maiatenance, leaving less time

for task problerns.

Bare

(Lgi6) fouad morale and performance Fo be associated negatively
with iacreases ia group size (P. 133).
The

each

variable of group size needs to be determined in

situation; therefore, a specific group siae for

problem

solving cannot be generalized. Several reserachers do agree
that five nenber grouPs are often viewed as the oPtinum

size for decision making (Fisher, 1980, p' 244; GoLdhaber,
1983, p. 285; Sturnpf, Freedman & Zadd,1979' p' 772; Thomas &
Fink, 1953, p. 377). Five member groups offer

numerous

possibilities for coalit,ion formation5 "od naoagement which
increases the efficiency of the grouP (Fisher, 1980, p. 244).
ottati (1981) offered contrary evidence when five member
groups did not communicate more

effectively than seven member

(p. f02). Ottati regarded these results as inconclusive
because the manipulation of group size did not "sufficiently
maxinize the effect ori the dependent variables" (P. f02)'
groups

Shar.r

( L976) provides a comprehensive and clear sunmary

of ernpirical research on group size.

The t,otal arnount of

participation in the group decreases with increasing

size.

Second, differences

in the

aslounts

grouP

of Participation
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with group size. Third,

among group members increases

group size increases, the probability

increases. Fourth, group
groups nore

of a leader

as

energing

usually evaluate snaller

nembers

positively than larger groups. Fifth, conformity

to uaanimity increases with increasing size, at least up
to some maximum. Sixth, the effects of group size upon
perfornance are a fuaction

of the type of task that

the

group must complete (Shaw, L976, pp. 186-87).
Summary.

In the previous discusslon, group size has

been considered an iodependent

of which depends

variable, the manipulation

upon several dependent variables as welL

as the nature of the task aad group

to

seven members seem optimum

for

member

resources. Five

problem solving

situations. fhough smaller groups

in laboratory

seen rnore optimum, larger

groups can provide more resources that help

in solving the

task but at the same time increase maintenance problerns

that affect group
process

member

satisfaction vrith the

communication

(Steiner, Lg7\ pp.6-fl)

Leadership

'

There are varying conceptions

makes

for lebder effectiveness.

of leadership

No

approach provides a comprehensive

and what

single definitioa or

application. Specific

situatioas cal.l for particular types of leadership. This
paper
an

is

concerned w:Lth problern

solving situations

vrhere

effective leader helps others use their .creative potential

to solve problems. current research findings and literature

4L

see the

role of leadership as interacling with

and reflectlng

the relationship anong menbers of a problem solving group.

Effective problem solving group leaders must, have the ski1l
and experience

to effectively facilitate

and move the group toward completion

member

interaction

of the task

(Focar-

Szocki, L982, p.107; Goldhaber, 1983, p. 260; Isaksen,

1983,

pp. 18-19; K1ier, 1955; Maierl 1967, p. 247).
This literature review denonstrates that nulti-dineasional
considerations must be addressed when studying the nature

of effective leadership today. A conplex concept of
makes

a leader effective

and what

ioto considerat,ion leader traits

what

that role should be, takes

and behaviors along with

situational factors such as environment,, maturity, ski1l,
knowledge, and organizational climate (Isaksen, 1983, p.

20).

I.Jhile members

of a group have ao individual responsibil-

ity for facilitating interaction

toward a resolution of

the task (Goldhaber, 1983, p. 270), problem solving

methods

generally assume that the leader has fiaal responsibility

for group effectiveness.

Much

of the research on

leader

effectiveness recognizes this responsibility, reLating group
effectiveness to the characteristics and behavior of the

central figure in the group: The research discussed hereaft,er
explores how a leader's behavior, ski1ls, and characteristics

affect various
amount,

dimensions

kind, quality

and

of group interaction,

such

as

results of that interaction.
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Clawar (L966) found that a highly verbal, equalitarian
leader in a centralized network promoted the solving

of

complex

faster than did a high individualist leader (authorirarian
personaLity). Apparently an equalitarian leader fostered
problems

a mofe open clinate aad encouraged a great,er amount of contribu-

tioas frorn group

members which

of the problen (Clawar,
p. L42). Facilitating

lead to faster resolutioa

1966) and higher morale (Bare, L976,

member:

coatributions achieved better

utiLization of group resources and skills.

of the leader in facilitating discussion
by Maier (L967). The discussion leader is

The importance

is

emphasized

the key to rnaximizlng the assets of a problecr solving group
and minimizing

According

its liabilities

(Maier,

to Maier (L967) a leader

L967

r pp.

239-46).

nust

to contribute, avoid evaluation and refrain
from thinking about the solution and group products.
Iastead he must concentrate on the group pri6listen in order to understand rather thanlo
appraise or refute, assune responsibility for
cease

accurat,e connmunication between members, be
sensitive to unexpressed feelings, protect minority
points of viewr'keep the discussion movingr aod
develop skills in summarizing. (llaier, L967, p. 247)

A leader must aLso skillfully

help the group to deal

with disagreements. Maier and Hoffman (1965) sought to
deternine hou a leader's attitude towards conflict affects

the manner in which a pioblem solving group views disagreernents.
Results of the study sho'"red that the attitude of the leader

will

determine whether

conflict is a stimulant for innovation

or a source of hard feelings.

Furthernnore,

wittr ttre guidance
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of a leader who views conflict as aa opportunity for
innovation, group resolutioa of disagreenents leads to
group

rnember

satisfaction aad support for carrying out the

decision (Maier & Hoffman, 1965, p. 384; Hoffnran, Lg7g,

p.

L76).

fhe satisfactioa of group

with the problen

nembers

solving clinate is also affected by leader attitude. whether
the leader pereeived the group menbers as "problern people"

or "idea people" correlates as negative or positive satisfaction with the process of decisioa naking and acceptance
of the solution (Maier
L979,

p. 175).

However, the research reveals

must do more than

through
1965,

& Hoffrnan, 1965,p. 385; Hoffman,

just

feel

make people

solieitation of their iCeas

p. 666).

that a leader

good about thennselves

(Hoffman, Burke & Haier,

Leaders must genuinely desire contributions

from group members and

strive to ensure that

menber opinion

is incorporated, if possible, into the solutioa.

perceived

influence on the decision by group menbers leads to greater

satisfaction and acceptance of the solutioa. But while
att'emptiag

to

eosure member

satisfaction, leaders

must also

maintaia the quality of solutions by Lhe ma?ner in which
problems are posed, ideas

utilized (Maier
L967,

iavited,

& Hoffnraa, 1965,

aad

skills of

members

p. 385; Hoffnan & l{aier,

p. f81).

A recent stucy reinforced the necessity to ha're effective

facilitati.on skill.s but at the

same

time to have soecific
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content knowledge of the protfem area and the problem solving
process

in order to maintain quality of solutions

(Focar-

Seocki, 1982, p. 107). However, research also suggests

that the most difficult situation for a leader is

one in

which Lhere is a strong need to develop a solution that

is both high in quality
(Vaa Guady, 1981,

and

is

accept,able

to group members

p. 281). This possible dilenma places

the leader ia the potential positioa of sacrificing quality

at the expense of
pushes

acceptance

o! vice versa. If the

for quality, the acceptance needed to

leader

implenrent the

solution might. be missing; by pushing for aeceptance, quality

night not be achleved

of

(Van Gundy, 1981,

how three leadership

p. 281). A study

styles affect interaction in

problem solving group fouad

that

more

effective

the

problem

solving groups predominantly teuded to have leaders who used
a variety of techaiques and approaches to solve problems.6
Furthermore, the leaders

of

more

effective groups provided

continual feedback of group progress and interaction,

and

delegated and shared authority and power with rnembers in

the group. The leader and group members rnade decisions t,ogether.
Informal sanctions, such as group opinion, took the placeof
formal sanctioas in more effective groups, although formal
saaetions applied at decision points (Goldnan, L979, p.14).
Goldman termed leaders

in these situations as "technical"

leaders. Technical leaders also interacted with group
frequently, actively, and freely (Goldman, L979, p.

nembers

ZOZ).

t+5

Ia sun, technical leaders
which resulted

in

(coldmaa, L979,

more

eacouraged the use

of

member resources,

effective problen solving

p. 203). This findiag

groups

supported Sreioer's

(L972) theory of productivity, that a group's effec*.iveaess
depends upoo the

specific use of

Goldman (L979) noted

effectiveaess.

Two

skills (p. 9).

nember

that variabLes caa impact on leader

variables researched ia Goldmanrs

(1979)

study nere! 1) the effects of positive leader attitude
toward group menber

skills;

and

2)

how

neIl the-leader

fulfiLled the role that group members expected (i.e.,

to

lead the gtoup to problem resolution). Goldriran (fgfq) concluded

that frequeat leader interaction with

group rnembers coaveyed

the leader's positive attitude about group menber's skills.
Leader

facilitation of

of participation.
showed

menber

skills

encouraged

a cliinate

Research concerning the second variable

that positive leader behavior and attitude

fulfilling

tonards

the expected roLe resulted in more effective

problem solving

groups. Goldman's (tglg) results support

I{anlon's (1968) Law of Introspective Expectations which

indicates that the extent to which a leader eonsistently

fulfills

the role expected by group members will influence

the goaL actualizat,ion of groups (p. 201).
concluded

that leadership

communication

Goldman

style

was

a distiaguish-

ing feature of effective probler:r solving groups (p.

2A4).

Focar-szocki (f982) attempted to isolate various factors
which could predict leader effectiveness

in the facilitation

t+6

of creative

problem

solving.

The

factors isolat,ed

were

defined as characteristics, content, and transmissioa abiLity.
Leader eharacteristics were found

to highly correlate with
the prediction of faciLitation success (p. 95). charact,eristics

were defined as those

which lead

attributes apparent in the facilitator

to or detract,ed frorn effective. icteraetton

aad

climate deveLopmeat. 0f several characteristics studied,
Foear-szocki found that self-knowledge and awareness, discipliaed

imagination, environmental sensitivity, intellectuality
and

artistty,

appeared nost

influential in creat,ive problem

solving (Focar-Szocki, 1982, p. 108). fhe result,s also

indicate that personal characteristics

may

significantly

iaf,luence how leaders acquire knowledge aad transmit, that
knowledge during

facilitatioa of creative problen solviag

(p. 97). Apparently leadership styles can be influenced
.by a large number of personality factors (Focar-Szocki,
1982,

p. 95). llowever, it,

tion of creative

seerns

clear that effective facilita-

problern solving cannot be accornplished

on the basis of personal consideratioos alone. The results

of Focar-szocki's study support the need for specific

knowledge

(content) and the ability to interact $rith the group effectively.T
Isaksen (f983) argues that successful facilitation

of

group member resources involves leader responsibility

in integtating task

and maintenance concerns--the leader

is the facilitator of the relationships and interactions
among group rnembers (p. 22). Leader-facilitators
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should remaia free

of over-involvement in the task resolution

and provide supportive communication toward group relations

(Isaksen, 1983, p. 25). Isaksen (1983) proposes a facilitative
view of Leadership and compares it with the more tradit,ional
approaches

to leadership of the past (see Figure 3).
Other Geoeral, Traditional
Leaderslilr Characteris tics

Facilitator
Invo

lved in

se

tting

c

Elicits and clarifies

l ima te

pur-

Concerned wi th conveying

Tells the

members rshat

the

t,ask

the purposes

poses

are

Relies on desire(s) of
rnember( s ) as motivatj-onal
force

May use power and

Organizes and makes available r'ride range of resources

Cont,rols and allocates resources

Is a resource to be utiLlzeC
by (group) mernbers

Works and decides alone; prefers

Responds and accepts con-

Cuts through group process corlcerns
to assure task conpletion

tent and attitude of

things

authority to get

done

to be 'lonely at the top'

express ions

l{oves toward bec oming
nember lof the group ]

ins a l er t to
sions of feelings

Rerna

Searches for rnore efficient
of contro I

a

expr€F -

means

Conc erned wi th s up ervi s i on o f
activity and more aware of
increas ing po tential power

Figure 3. A comparisoa of a facilitative model of leadership
with more traditionaL approaches to leadership (Isaksen, 1983,
P. z+)

Isaksea's facilitator role is highly "person-oriented" rather
thaa task oriented. The facilitator seems to need a high
degree

of interpersonal

connmunication

ability to successfully
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iategrate task and social aad emotional concerns of

group

members.

Isaksen (1983) notes

that the more current view of

leadership examines the many sitatioaal factors which must

be takea into consideration when determiaing leader effectiveness (p. 20). A contingeacy model of leader effecti'reness
recognizes the effect,s fron situat,ioaal

variables. situational

variables are described by Fiedl.ex (Lg67) ia Shaw (telA,

pp. 280-83) as: 1) l-eader position power; 2) the structure

of the task; and 3) the personal relationship
aad group members.

betrveen leader

rn general, the situation is

more favorabre

for leader effeetiveoess when: 1) group menbers accept
and comply
and

with the leadership; 2) the rask is highly structure<i;

3) leader-nenber relat,ions are good.

The most unfavorable

situat,ion is one in which leader positioa power is

the task is unstructured, and the

weak,

leader-member relations

are poor (Shaw, L976, pp. 282-83). Apparently,

leader-member

relations exert the sLroagest effect toward creating a favorable
situation for a leader to be effective (Greene & schriesheim,

p. 51; Ruzicka, Palisi, I(elly & Corrado, L979, p. 100).
A good relatlonship with group members allows more energy
1980,

to be devoted to the task.
Moreover, Fiedler (in
that leaders

Shaw, L976,

p.

ZB2-93) discerned

can be cLassified as more person oriented and

rnore task oriented by demonstrated leader

behavior.

These

patterns of behavior determine the relative effectiveness
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of

teaders

iavarious situatioos.

r,,Ihen

things are not, going

well in the group, the task oriented leader
more

effective because the group will

more

directives, and, need directives. But,

appears

to

be

easily accept

when things are

going onLy moderately wel1, the person oriented leader

is

more

effective (Stta",

Lg76,

p. 283).

Such

findings poiat

out that, the kiod of leadership that is raost effective
upon the situat,ion (Shaw, L976,

p.

depends

283).

Summary. Two major themes emerge from receat research

on Leadership in problem sol-ving gloups: 1) group nembers should
be regarded as the prinary resource for solutions to problerns;
and

of

2) ttre role of the leader is to

member

ensure

full utilization

resources. Leader characteristics, traits, styles

and the situational variables inrpinge oa how effectively

the leader utilizes the group resources. Leadership behaviors
can be suggested, but individuaL styles are influenced by

a large nunber of idiosyncratic persoaality factors (FocarSzocki, L982, pp. 95-96). There appears to be no such thing
as one universally good leader, but there is a range of
leadership characteristics and behaviors which are

deened

appropriate for different problem solving phases, tasks,

situations, and groups.
Conformity

Fisher (1980) defines the key variable of confornity
as uniforrn behaviors exhibited by mernbers of a social sl'stem
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resulting from the members choosing, fron anorg conflicting
alternatives of behavior, that alternstive least subject
to negative social influences" (p. 332). These "uniform
behaviors" ale patterned actions or att,itudinal expressions
and

constitute the established

norms

of a group (Hollander

& Hunt, L967 , P.409). Groups need to exert pressure for
the members to conform to the established norns for that
particular group as goals cadlrot be achieved without
degree

of

some

eonformiag behavior (Hollander & Huat , Lg67,

Group members respond

behavior. Explicit
expected patterns

to explicit or irnplicit

norms are more

of behavior,

p.

409).

norms of

formal, usually verbalizedt

such as themethodology of

a ptoblern solvlng teehnique. Implicit norms are informal,
unspoken but understood aad accepted, such as (io our culture)

notburPinginpublic.Toensulecollectivesupportfor
the norms in a problem solving group, norms should always
be a refLection of the values shared by group members (Fisher'

, Lg7g, p. 178; Hollander & tiunt , L967 ,
pp. 4f0-11). Norms for a particular grouP develop through
1980, p. 183 ; Hoffman

the infruence of feedback

mechanisms8

.rrd thus vary frorn

group to.group (Hollander & I{untr pp. 4L0-11). l{orms imply

a degree of "odghtnessr" describing how members ought to
behave in the situation (Fisher, 1980, p' f81)'

fiadings specify several preconditions for
conformiag behavior found in problem solving grouPs. Group
Research

nenbers adopt certain norms due

to the nature of the grouP
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decision making process. Members are wilting to conform

to

them

precisely because they perceive the oorms to benefit

aad reward the successful perforrnance
makiag

of the group's decision

efforts (pisher, 1980, p. 186; Hoffman, L979,

188; Hol.laader & Hunt, L967,
group rnembers have

p. 409).

The amount

p.

of feeling

for identifying with the gtoup will influence

the degree to nhich group members are willirg to coaform
(tr'isher, 1980, p. 186). fire more cl.oseli a group conforms

to its norms, attitudes

and values, the more cohesive

is (Goldhaber, 1983, p. 282). 1t
is a result of conformlty:
highly

is

aware

expected

L979,

p.

appears

members

thar

it

cohesiveness

of cohesive groups

are

of the norms of the group and know what behavior

to exhibit

18f)

comnitmeat

to the group (Hoffmau,

.

trIithout cohesiveness, problem solving group menbers

are unlikely to produce a strong pressure for conformity
on deviant members (Fisher, 1980r pp. 185-87; Hoffman, L979,

(fgS:) found that the "deviant"

p. L76).

B.aven

likely to

change an opinion

t,o others aad

was more

if the opinion had to be verablized

if the group member could be rejected for

different opinioa or behavior.

Raven found that, extreme

deviates (those who held to their opinions with greater

inteasity) were less Likely to change towaid the norms of
the group (p. 899). Variations in confornity to the group
can be generalized t,o occur due

to the following: 1)

hors

visibLe one's attitude or behavior is to relevant others:
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2) the extent to which

oae associates

with a desired

inage

or attitude; 3) how relevant the roLe is to the individual;
and 4) the extent of aaticipated satisfaction or reward
from confor:ning

(Flitt & Sen, L972,p. 53; I.lilson, l97Z).

Sumnary. A person belongs and coaforns

to a group

as loag as there are re!f,ards, i.e., recogait,ioa, a shared
pride ln achieveneat, a sense of beloagiag aad approval--aa

iadivldual gaias indirectly by conforming (Horlaader & Huat,
L967, p. 410). Thus, a menber's actual participation may
be based on rnatchiag individual needs agaiast group inducements,

e.9.,

acceptance by the group,

social approval, perceived

for structure, satisfaction from the task or prestige
frorn being in the group. A11 these factors rnay be at work

need

deterniniag the basis for conformity (Holander & I{unt,

p.

L967,

415).

Conflict
Research

results generally confirm that divergency

of opinion and feeling is

welcome<i

$Ielcoming differences can lead

in

problem solving groups.

to fuller discussion

and

exploration of a problen, resul.ting in more effective

and

creat,ive solut,ions. Second,, greater acceptaace of group
process results when substantive
(Hoffnan &

IIaier,

L979,

conflict is

9. L76).

Conf

encouraged

licr is also

beneficial when it integrates the divergent needs of
nembers; group nembers are more

likely to carry out

solut,ion if they have participated in its resolution

a

group
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(Maier & Hoffnraa, 1965,

p.373; Schulz & pruirr, 1978, p.

492).

To encourage nore creative solutioas, group processes
and problem solving structures must provide norms

expressioa

of conflict. Desirable

group norns

for

the

for the expres-

sion of confllct can be learned through process training,
where group menbers come

as the

meaas

outcome

to regard differeace of opiaion

to a more effective solution

and as a aatural

of a probLen sol.ving situatloq:r (Hall

p. 310; Pankowslci,

Schroeder & Jahns, L973,

& Watson, L970,

p. ZZ). A research

study found that previous to process training, groups exhibi.ted

a "straia toward cocvergence"--a need t,o resorve differences
quickly and reach
aad human

c 1o

sure

.

A concern for quality of solution

relations functioas

to get the job dooe (Hall

became secondary

to the need

& Wat,son, 1970).

Training groups to produce decisious through

concensus

produced decisioas quaLitatively superior and nore creative

than groups uatrained in consensual guidelio"".9 Furthernore,

trained groups adopted a "worlcing-through" approach to the
haadling of conflicts ia the group (liatl & Watson, Lg7O,

p. 300).

These gtoups

also achieved the "synergy

or assenbly effectlo ror" frequently

bonus,,

and by a greater margin

than did untrained groups. Time to reach decisions did

not differ substantially between the traineC and untrained
groups. Hall and lJatson (1970) state that the major impact,

of group training

was on group effectiveaess as measured
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by the quality of the decisions reached (p. 313).
A rnodified

replica of the Hall

and Watson (1970) study

revealed similar results between trained and untrained groups
(Nemiroff & Kiag, 1975). Contrary to the 1970 study by

Hall

and Watson, Nemiroff and

groups took

l(ing (f975) fouad that, instructed

fifty perceat loager to reach decisioas than

uaiastructed groups in coosensuaL guideliaes (Nemiroff

&

King, 1975, p. 1).fl
Structuring the study to test subject'B reactions

toward

sat,isfaction with decision, self-performance and perceived
group effectiveness, Nemiroff and King (f975) found no

differ-

eflces oa these neasures between trained aad unt,rained groups

(p. 19).

The researchers concluded

that while

t,echniques pernoit increased involvenent
rnaking process, theydo

acceptance

conseasual

itr the decision

not necessarily lead to irr"t".""d

of the group's final productr nor do they automati-

cally create a favorable attitude

toward group r.rork

out the solution (!treniroff & King, 1975, p. f9).

in carrying

Llowever,

the use of the guideliaes promoted the exptession of disagreemeots as a

were viewed as

natural occurance, differences of opinion

helpful, aad through instructions

became more coocerned

group

members

with group goals than with individual

goals (Nemiroff & King, L975, p. 19; Erffrireyer, 1981, p.78).
Schulz aad Pruitt (1978) caution

of conflict nore is

needed than

free expression of opinion.

that for healthy handling

just the opportunity ior

Group members must have

some

)J

form

of cooperative orientatioa--"gtoupaess"--towards

each

other that acknowledges the goals of the group over that

of self-oriented, individualistic behavior (Schulz & Pruitt,
1978,

p.492). Individualistic behavior,

can lead

to conflict.

Groups which have

group clinat,e and have norms which allow

of opinion

have conditions

such as dogmatism,

a relaxed, equalitarian

for divergercy

that tead to nitigate the rigidlty

of, a strong opiaion held by a group menbet (Abramo, Luodgren
& Bogart, L978,

p. 75f).

is that apparently

An explaaation

when group members.

for this findiag

are confronted with

alt,ernative judgnents arrd opinions of others, there appears

to be aa element of
a t,entativeness of

compromise,

of mutual acceptance,

judgments wiLhin group

interaction

et al., 1978, pp. 750-52). Sinilarly, a s'rpportive
clirnate encourages

members Lo

feel comfortable in

and
(Abramo

group

expressing

opinioos (Stewart, 1982, pp. 235-40).Lz
Apparently, disagreement and agreement are essential

infornation handLing behaviors, but the expression of disagreements
creates tension. The use of hurnor caa effectively dispel

this tension whil-e still recognizing that

disagreement is

ari essential probtem solving and interpersoaal behavior

(I'leckler, 1982, p.
Oae

3505 )

.

role of a leader in conflict is to ensure that

the gioup as a whole resolves conflicts rather than adopting
a norm that the leader hasthe power to arbitrate or decide.
Giving the leader power to decide,'absolves the group frorn
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having to work through differences of opinion; differences

of opinioa leads to better quality decisions (Hoffman,
P.

L979.

170).

Surnmary. Currently research contends

group conmuai.catioa

that the key

variable--conflict--is

viewed as

a

natural and desirable outcone of successful problem solving
group

interaction. Basic to the utilization of coaflict

as beaefieial, is the need for well-understood norms for

its expression
Func

tiona

1

aad group member comnitment

:

Dimensions

Task r, Sglf-Se.Lving Behaviors and

Maintenance Task
The

to group goals.

Dimens

ions

functioaal dimeasion of "task" refers to the t,echnical

quality and content of

communication

the problem a group f.""r.13

directed toward solving

The task

role

emphasizes communica-

t,ion and behaviors rshich are oriented toward maintaiaing

the quality of the solution to the problern (Bales,

1953;

Fisher, 1980, p. 38; Goldhaber, 1983, p.268; Hoffnan, L979,

p. 199; Krueger,
Tuclcman,

19B3, pp.59-50;

Litt1ejohn, 1983, p.

1955). This paper will not address

22L;

comrnunication

behaviors specifically directed toward task soluticrn--or
"ho!f,"

to solve a problem--problem solving structures provide

the necessary guidelines and structures for optinum resolution.
However,

this

communication

paper

will

exarnine variabtes influencing

directed tor.rards task as interCependent and

inseparable fron that of communication riirected towards
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maintenance problems
Se

. :k

lf -Serving

The second eleneat

dimeasions"

Behayior Dirnens ions

iu the key variable of "functional

is "self-serving behaviors."14 lhese

behaviors

are the hiddea ageadas or private enotions aad motives of
group nenbers which lnfluence the iaterpersonal reLations

in a group and are dysfunctional to the group. "Self-serviag
behaviors" are not discussed in the body of this paper;
however, these dysfunctional behaviors caa be somewhat alleviated
through gtoup process

training

(Panlcowski, Schroeder & Jahns,

L973; Hall & Watson, L979, L97A; Nemiroff & King, L975i

Easton, L97L; Hallenstein, L976).
Maintenance Dirnens ions

The

third

elemeat

of funct,ional <iimensions

assumed

by members of a group are mainteoance behaviors. "Maintenance
dimensions" are the interpersonal communicat,ion behaviors
which ensure cohesion and harmony

in the group and create

a healthy group climate to help maint,ain acceptance of
the problem solving function. "Maintenance" caa be described
as how group members

with

each

det,ernine

feel about the """y" they eommunicated

other to soLve the problem. Maiatenance behaviors

to a great

of the solution

ext,ent, the

aad acceptance

satisfaction with the quality

of the decision

*The cognitive and emotional st,ates influencing
process are interact,ive. For every affective state there
also is a represeatation of cognitive state in the form
of some structural relat,ion anong beliefs rsithin a systen
(Easton, 1971, p. 2L).
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that group members feel (Bales, 1953; Colllns & Guetzkow,
1964; Goldhaber, 1983,

p. 269; t{offman, Lglg, p.

1983, pp. 59-50; Shaw, L976,

1991 Krueger,

p. 447; LittLejohn, 1983, p.

22L).
Maintenance behaviors

or group relational functions

desirable in group discussions toward an effective decision

are defined by

Benne aad Sheats (1948) and

cited in

Goldhaber

(fqgg, p.269) and Krueget (1983, p. 60). These group relarions
funct,ions are: a) harmonizing (resolves differences
reduces tension);

b)

compromising

and

(offers a compromise

on

an issue or change in position); c) encouraging and supporting

(praises, agrees with and accepts the contributions of others);

d) gatekeeping

(keeps communi.catioa channels open by

interaction fron all

rnembers as

facilitating

well as regulat,ing the flow

of communicatioa); and e) standard setting and testing

(checks

out the group processr. people's feelings, group norms, etc.,

to evaluate the operatioa of the group).
Though Benne and Sheats (1948)

tist desirable

group

relations funct,ions or behaviors, this paper found that
researchers, for the most part, have not directly studied
ttharmonizing,

tt ttconprornising,tt etc. , in problem solving

situations.

However, research

for this study did reveal

studies* which appear to more directly address group relations
:kTrustr feedback, cohesiveness and cooperation were
areas of study revealed by the literature search for influences
on communication in problern solving groups.

functions and behaviors.' These subjects of research studies
do not

fit neatly inLo Goldhaber's (1983) classification

of key variables to

communicAtion nor are an eleneat, of

group mainteaaace as defined by Benae and Sheats (1948).
such areas

of study

can be included under maintenance dinensions.

Therefore, trust, feedback, cooperation and coheslveness

are iacluded io the following discussioa of

maintenance

behaviors (defined by Benne and Shears (fg4S)

Trust. Trust is a key factor infl_uencing the

problem

solving process (Krueger, 1983, p. ZZ). previous research

led to the cooclusion that trust can be characterized

as

a "subprocessr" an element that, interrelates with and influences
aay iaterpersonal communicatiorr.15 Trust characterizes

a rel.at,ioaship, not an attitude (Fisher, 1980, p. 33).
Trust is "an expectancy held by an indlvidual that the

word,

promise, or statenent of another individual can be relied
or1" (Klimoski &

Karol, L976, p. 630). Trusting involves

the adsrission of dependency; and trustworthiness is an acceptance

of the obligation not
situation (l,ittlejohn,
Most

t,o

exploit another in a

dependency

1983, p. 168)

of the research on trust in

prob.lem solving group

situat,ioas can be summarized into one main idea: reciprocity.
comnunication

that expects

and gives trust,

will likely eLicit

t,rust. This reciprocal notion of trust-building is characterized
by a spiraling effect. That is, trust tends to be selfperpetuating or synergistic, leading to a spiraliag upwards
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or

dolrnlcards, depending upon the

positive or negative reiaforcement

from previous experiences with other group members (McGrath
&

Kravitz,

L982,

p. 215; Krueger, 1983, p.

ZZ).

A second theme about trust is that trust-building takes
t,ime

to develop. Trust

and perpetuates

emerges

after a relationship

itself (Fisher, 1983, p. 33).

endures

Conversely,

trust can be destroyed or the trusting relationship dannaged
much more quickly: one incident of mistrust caa destroy
months

of cooperative, trustiag behavior (Fisher, 1990,

p. 33; Krueger, 1983, p. 23; Leathers, 1970, p. 181).
and Karol (L976) found

KLimoski

that while a rrusting relat,ionship

takes time to develop most, people in new relationships assune

trust exists until it isproven otherwise to them (p. 630).
A third theme found in the research on trust is that
low levels of t,rust are likely to inhibit problem solving
effectiveness. "High trust" groups outperform ',low trust'l
groups (Klimoski & Karol, L976, p. d3O). Apparenrly 1ow
levels of trust inhibit spontaneity and openuess that is
required for problem solving effectiveness.
not ttust others will conceal or distort
information, will disguise feeli.ngs or opinioos that he
believes will increase his exposure to others; he will
hesitate to reveal information . . . or ideas, primarily
to reduce his vulnerability . . . only those ideas that
are socialLy acceptable wilt be voiced in the group
In creative problem solving tasks this defensiveness
is antithetical to what is required to produce a maximunr
of fluency of ideas .
it could result in 'norms of
One who does

noninvolvementt . . ., which reduce comrnitment and
participation, and thus could contribute t,o inferior
group performance. (Klimoski & Karol, L976, p. 630)
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The

final

theme found

trustlrorthiness.
t,o

Menbers

in the research on trust involves

of a probLem solving

feel that a fellow group

member can

a task or responsibility, fulfill

is assuned. If the group
or roLe

does

group need

be trusted to perform

a position or role that

member who assunes

the responsibility

not carry out, the task, trust is reduced in

the others' perception, reducing problem solviag effectiveness

(Fisher, 1980, p. 33; Goldnan, 1979, p. 201).
Summary.

.4,s

a maintenance factor, ttust encourages

a fulter sharing of group

member

resources, leading to

more

effective group decisions.
Feedback. Fisher (1990) defines feedback as a "mutually
causal sequence of events or acts which, self-reflexively,

exerts influence on the original act or event in the sequence"

'

(p. 333).

Feedbact< responses occur

within a group and can

be also provided by sources exteroal to the problem solving
group (Littlejohn, 1983, p. 35). Aa example of an external
source would be other agents

within the larget

otganLzation

of which a problem solving group is a part.
the group, feedback is a subprocess which occurs
.In
within the usual sequence of discussion interaction and

directly reflects the interactive nature of that
As such, feedback

communication.

in the group is a process which

occupies

a major portion of the total effort in group interactionl
the quality of that feedback equals the single best indicator

of quality of

eornmunication

in a small groupl6 (Leathers,
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L972,

p. 168; Leathers, 1969, p. 299; Scheidel & Crowell,

1966,

p.

273),

A frequency analysis of types of cornnents made during
problen solving discussions revealed that, a large part of

the time

conments were characterized by

acts of clarification,

repetit,ion, statements of agreement, and other
more

comments

closely rela.ted to social- and enotional needs than

to task needs (Scheidel & Crowell, Lg66, p.273).

Feedback

behaviors can be described as a "circular process which
probably serves an anchoring function in the group communica-

tion process" (Scheidel & Crowell, 1966, p. 278).
of clarificatioo, repetition,
the

human

relations

eLements

and agreement serve

The acts

to facilitate

of group process and increase

the quality of communicatioa in the group (Sctreidel & Crowell,
L966, p.273)

.

Research by Leathers (L972, 1969)

of

Schei<iel and Crovrell

was based

amplified the

(1966). Leathers' (tglZ)

in part on the research by Scheidel

and supported the notion that

quality

vrork

sturiy

and Crowell

feedback

is the single

best indicator of quality of comnunication in the snall
group (p. 16S). Leathers (L972) established a direct relation-

ship between quality of communication and the quality of
product in a problem solving group (p. 173). The more explicit
and

direct the

feedback

related to task, the nore relaxed

and c lear $rere the responses

Ambiguous

s tatements

produced
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responses that were i rre l evan t to the task a t hand and resu 1 ted

in inhibi ting group
work

cons

members more

than in helping them to

truc tive ly toward the problera (Leathers, 1959, pp.

zgg-300 ) .

Feedback responses from sources

external to group

nembers

also influences participatioa betweea members of the group.

Grlffith

and Gray (1978) discovered

powet structules

that orgaaizarional

in a group's environment can exert

considerabLe

iaflueace on how groups solve problems. The researchers
found that groups given positive feedback about which outcomes
were considered successful resulted
and

in increased group productivity

satisfaction with group problern solving process (Crlffitlr

& Gray, 1978,

p. 233).

When members

of a problem solviug

group were given favorable feedback from exteraal sources

on their performance, the ind.ividuals in these groups reported
more cohesioa, bet,ter communicat,ion, higher menber

satisfaction

ability,

and motivation than groups which were given

unfavorable feedback on perfornaace (Downey, Chacko, McElroy,

short (ttrirty rninute) and longer

L979,

p. 288).

group

histories (trselve weeks) ttre researchers found that

Comparing

curreflt feedback oa group performance is more important
than previous experiences in the same group in determining
how nembers

p.

felt about their group

(Downey

et al.,

L979,

2e7),
Research resulLs

of

Downey

et al. reinforced

(1953) who pointed out that a group needs

Bales

to be reinforced
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posit,ively to keep them doing what they are -doing well
keep members

feeling

and

good about what they have accompLished.

Furthermore, feedback

is "situation specificr" that is positive

feedback from one area

or task most Likely cannot be geaeraLized

by the recipient to another task (Bales, 1953r pp. LZ4-25).
Bales maintains

that satisfaction levels of group members

can be naintained

if positive

feedback outnumbers aegative

feedback (f953, pp. L24-25,
A study by Rawls, Rawls aad Frye (1969) substantiares

the relationship of positive feedback to

member

with group process.

suggested rhat

Rawls

et al. (1959)

satisfaction

to gaia satisfaction fron participation in a group, a member
had

to pereeive that the group had a need, that the member

could perform the task or contribute resources to it,

that

menber performance was appreciated

and

by the group (pp.

246-47). Thus, feedback is an indicator of the receprivity

of actions

and serves

to redirect or reinforce

Drevious

behavior.
Sumrnary. Feedback communication by

all

members of

a problem solving group serves to redirect, or redefine previous
comnunicatioa

behavior. Therefore, it is inportant that

such comnunication be

timely, positive, specific and conveys

appreciatioa and respect for fellow group members' contributions.
Cohesiverless. Cohesiveness, f or
t,he terrn,

nos

t people who use

refers to the degree to which group menbers are

motivated to renain in the group (Shaw, L976, p. L97).
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Cohesiveness

is closely related

more conforming

1983,

p. 282).

t,o conforraity; usually the

a group is, the more cohesive (Goldhaber,
However, cohesiveness and coaformity

group norms can be carried

to the point

t,o

where no deviance

is all-owed. Ttris phenonenonr"group think"* is dysfuactiaoal
to a problem solving group whenever the presentation of
many

points of vtew is necessary to achieve the rnost satisfactory,

creative and effective solution.
Cohesiveness can be observed both as a relationship

and as a reflection of an arrirude.

found that motivation to

attitudes towards other

rema

Lort and Lotr (t965)

in in the group and

nembers

of the group is

po s i

til'e

increased

by an indivitlual's experiencing positive rewards in the
presence

of others (p. 373). Harper and Askling

(tgaO)

found that amoag competing groups in a rnedia production

organization, the rnembers of the successful groups always
made

a point of publicly sitting together when all groups

convened

(p. 94).

Goldnan

(tgtg) noted that rhe raore effective

problem sol.ring groupslT h.rr" great,er group cohesiven"""lS

than less effective problem solving groups and that these
coaclusions support the roorks of Goodacre (1951), Shaw and
Shaw (L962), and Berkowirz and Levy (1956)

(p.

200).

Although group cohesiveness has been related theoretically

*Group think, a term coined by lrving Janis, is "the
occuls vrhen members of a highly cohesive
group disregard alternative courses of action in favor of
maintaining unanimity of opinion in the groupl an absence
of critical idea testing and conflict typical of the natural
group process" (Fisher, 1980, p. 333).
phenomenon Lhat
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and empirically to numerous process variables, shaw (Lg.6)
lists the major variables as: group interactioa, social

influences, group productivity, and satisfactiou (p.
19g).
summary. "Rerative to low-cohesive groups high-cohesive
groups engage in nore social interaction, engage

in

more

positive interactions (friencily, cooperative, denoctatic,
etc')r exelt greater infr.uence over their members, are more
effective ia achievlng goals they set for thenserves aod
have higher member satisfact,ion" (Shaw, Lg76, p.
ZOg).
Cooperation

sane

rn a cooperative situation all group members hold the
goal for the group and individual goals work t,oward

group goals (Shaw, 1976,
may

tacitly

p. 324). problen solving

groups

that the group goals are knowa to group
members, and that alr members accept it
and will work toward
its attainment. Although the tacit understanding is dften
assume

present' group members

may have

iadividual perceptions of

the group goals and especially about the degree to
which
they are committed to achieving them. The more
that mernbers
are comnitted to the

same

goals, the more positive the effects

upon group

functioning (Shaw, L976, p. 32g). It is irnporrant
to keep in rnind that tasks vary in the degree to which
they
require coordinated actions. Therefore, the cooperation
requirement, toward group goals varies

will influence the

performance

with the task

anci

of the group (Shaw, p.

324).
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A study of how cooPeration in a group affects group

productivity found that the way in which group members cooperate

or organized thenselves is as aa inportaat deterninant of
group perfornance or goal attainment as eras the creative
ability of
1979,

p.

members

to solve a problem (Kabanoff & o'Brien,

530).

Cooperation is also closely related to the cohesiveness

ofagroup.Acooperative

orientation in the group leads

to grea ter satisfac tion wi th the group and wi rh the

qua

l i ty

of the decision (Uaier & Hoffman, 1965, p. 373). Interpersonal

relations are generally more positive in cooperatirre than

in competitive situations (shaw, L976, cited in Littlejohn,
1983, p. 225)
Curious

ly, when a group effectively reaches a goal,

group members have a tendency to attribute the success to

themselves.
g

When a

group has difficulty

roup rnenbers tend to

members

( mo

a

t

tribu te the

f

a

reaching a goal,

i lure to

o

ther group

re than to self) in the cooperative situation.

.This is of interes t

s

ince such attribution has nega tive

consequences for group interac tion and cohes ivenes s ( shaw,
L97 5

, pp.

327

-28 )

(tglg) conclude this brief discussion
of cooperation by suggesting that instead of asking when
Kabanoff and o'Brien

cooperation is superior to noncooperation, it woulcr be

raore

useful t,o ask what forms of cooperation are optinally productive

for different types of

tasks.
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Sunmary. It seems feaslble to suggest that cooperatioa

in a problem solviag group should focus on agreement

to

find the most creative solution possible.

a

SecondLy,

group

should have a cooperative orieatation and connmitneot toward

the use of good communication process.
Gatekeeping. 0f the maintenance functions listed by
Beane aad Sheats (1948)

was the ooly subject

ia

Goldhaber (1983), gatekeeping

of research.

Benne and Sheats equate

the gatekeeping function as an "expediter" rol_e, that is,

to

keep communication channels open by encouragiog,

ting,

participation and flow of

and regulating the

facilita-

communication

by group members (Goldhaber, 1983, p. 86). Gatekeeping
occurs

leve1.

at the small group, organization,
The previ.ous discussion

networks

of centrality in

illustrates'the role of

is nost c_entral to

message

and mass communication
communication

gatekeeper as the one

who

flow and therefore is in the

position of deciding what aad how information should

be

relayed or retransrnitted. Traditionally, a group leader
has assumed

facilitating

this central role of receiving infornation,
communication between

nessages' converting data
ancl conveying

individuals, relaying

into a manageable

arnount

of inforrnation,

it in a more understandable form (Fisher,

1980, p.85; Maier, 1967,

p. 246). Thus, a gatekeeper can

defined: "a person who, whether interacting within the
fornal or the informal channels of conmunication, can determine

be

if

and how a message

r,rill be transnitted" (glake & Haroldsen,
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1975,

p. 109). By this definition all

are, at least to

some degree,

nerabers

of a group

gatekeepers. Each rnember

of a group can assurne a facilitating attitude to actively
encourage and

solicit the part,icipation of other

group nenbers

to facilitat,e the utilization of group rnenber resources
(Johnson, L977,

in Fisher, 1980, p. 86).

However, the gatekeepiag function can vary depending
upon the

sttuctute of the comnunication network in the problem

solving group. Groups which encourage fu11

find it is the responsibility of all

mernber

members

participation

to facilitate

the exchange of informat,ion to ensure equal access to infornation
on which

to

base

a solut,ion to a problern. In groups with

a central figure, to

to

message

whom messages

are directed, centrality

flow carries a respoasibility based on the possessl.on

of informat,ion influence. For most effective deeisions.
the central figure must, adopt an at,t,itude which facilitates

interaction and information
achieve

exchange between members to

fulL utilization of group resources. This attitude

would <ieemphasize the possible nnisuse

tlonal

advantage possessed by the

of the natural informa-

central figure

nhi.ch would

be to the detrinent of acceptance of group process by group
menbers

(Fisher, 1980, p. 87).

Summary. It seerns reasonable to corlclude that gate-

keeping may be the ultirnate responsibility

of a problern

soling group leader but this does not necessarily absolve
group members from assuming a "gatekeeping" attituCe toward
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f

ellow

mernbers.

sulluARY

Researchers who have studied the

of variables on comnunication in
seetn

problem solviag groups

to agree that the nature of the problem affects

communicatioa process

of

interacting effect

the

in the group. ra addition, the elements

nember resources,

participat,ioa, and the lafluence of
conmunication variables on menber input rn the group
will

to varying

degrees determine the effectiveness

(Thomas and

Fink, 1961, page 62).

The strong

that affect

of decisions

interactive and refrexive nature of variabres

communication precrudes

a general ized,, all-inconclusive

set of rules to be followed in problen solving groups.
Each variable cau be a dependent variabr.e for another
independent
variable--the possible combinations are alnost infinite.
variables continuously interact and create different possibirities

for group outcomes.
be considered
communieation

Each probrem sorving

situation

must

to be uniquely affected by variables of the
process in the group. Therefore to separate

out variables and appry them for speciflc resurts for specific
probren solving situations is a prodigious if not
impossibre

task.

However, research

results do provide suggestions
for what appears to be effective for communication in probrem
solving groups.

7L

Endno

tes

1^

pub

li

Lragan and l^lright ( f gB0 ) reviewed communica tion research
shed in speech communication journals from 1969 to Lg7g,

2sor" theorists favor
group process which combines communication networks restricting verbal interaction with face-to-face
unrestricted processes. These theorists feel that interaction
during the generation-of-ideas phase of probr.ear solviag is dysfuactional but that verbar unrestricted iateraction duiing tire
assessment or evaluation phase of probrem solving has positlve
features iacluding clarificatioa and justification of iter"
geaerated so that a more iaforned process of group decision
making can take place (Gustafson, shukla, Delbecq & walster,

p. 283; Delbecq, Van de Ven & Gustafson, fqZS)
38.."u"" decentralized groups
draw uneven participation,
research indicates that a possible optirnal group process for
problerir solving is to: l) use a nominal groop process for factfinding and idea-generation (people roork in tir"'pr"""nce of
others but writ,e ideas independently rather than talk about
then); 2) to use an interacting or decentraLized group process
(verbal and nonverbal communicition takes place between all
raenbers) for information synthesis, idea evaluatioa and group
concensus; and 3) to use a noninal group process for the final
decision (Chung & Ferris, L97L, p. 524. nrffmeyer, l9gl, p. 79;
Peebles, L972, p. 2; yatr de Ven & DeLbecq, L974, p. 605; Vaa
de Ven & Delbecq, L97L, p.210).
L973,

tt'A

coalitlon is a subgroup within a group aad is a tenporary alliance' among two or more members of ihe group, oriented
toward a difference of opinion regarding the means to achieve
the group goals- A coalition unites ceitain group menbers who
agree with noncoalition rnembers on the nature and value of the
group goal but disagree on how best to achieve that goar
(Fisher, 1980, pp.

244-45).

5Th"
fo.oation of coalitions in increasingly rarger
groups restricts iadlvidual coatributions but serves as an
efficiency mechanisur which gradually merges individual diversi'ty into a subgroup and graduarry *erg"i the coalit,ions
into
the uaitary whole of the group (nisner, 19g0, pp.Zaa_al).
A

-Goldman (L979) classifies
readership styles as fornal:
oae who is traditional, maintains the stalus
iuo, liarffiange,
leaves little room for alteraatives and ."s,rr"s
that indiviauars
will respond accordingly; technical: one who encourages
change,
particularly of small compiiffi
rnethods which over time
result in nore far-reaching changes than those created by the
formal or informal leadersl infornrar: one who is more open,
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non-directive, and allows for freer flow of thought than the
formal; he expects change but provides no precodceived
parameters either qualitatively or quantitatively for individual
behavior (pp. 4-5). These styles are similar to (ia order)
autocratic, democratic, and laissez-faire deliniated by Lewin

Lippitt (193S).
'
'content. content is defined as specific theoreticar and
techniEGTormatioa regarding creativ; probrem solving processes and other areas which iafluence and contribute to the
development of creative thinking (Focar-Szocki, L992, p. l0g).
content or knowledge of probiern-solving processes was highly
correlated with leader effectiveaess. Traasmission abilitv.
Transmissiou abiliry is defined as rhe E,e-GiGi6;? iElffiy
which a leader conveys knowledge (content) and characteristics
(attitudes) to the group. Ihe observat,ion and identification
of specific transmission elenents and behaviors was adnritted
by the author of the study to be the least documented, category
in the study. The "aspects of communication and interaction
and

I

were not assessed as closely as they might have been', (FocarSzocki, 1982n pp. 107-9). Focar-szoclci (19S2) concluded that
facilitation of creative problem solving is "a complex set of
skills which reguire consideration of maay specific factors
. [hopefully]
. we may attaia iacreased ability to
recognize, select aad nurture those who will become success-

ful ia facilitation" (pp. 109-11.0) .

8Notr" develop
through the functioning of feedback, a
"nutually causal sequence of event,s or acts which, selfreflexively, exerts influence on the origlnal act or event in
the sequeoce" (Fisher, 1980, p. 333).
o

'Guidelines used in achieving consensus: ,'1) Avoid
arguing for your own rankins. 2) Avoid "win-rose" statements
ia the discussion of rankings. 3) Avoid changing your mind
only in order. to avoi<i conflict an<i t,o reach harmony and
agreenent. 4) Avoid conflict-reducieg techniques such as the
majority vot,e, averaging, bargaining, coin flipping, and the
like. 5) View differences of opinion as both natural and
helpful rather thaa as a hindrance in decision making. 6) vi.ew
initial agreenents as suspect" (gatt & I,iatsonr'1980, p. 304).
l0oo
effect occurs when the group is able to
""""mbly sonething which couLd not have
achieve colLectively
been
achieved by any nember rcorking alone or by a combination of
individual efforts (Collins & Guerzkow, 1964,p. 58). ColLins
and Guetzkow (L964). have suggested that when groups effectively
int,egrate the task and interpersonal concerirs inherent in a
decision making situation they are likely to experience
increnents in decision quality above and beyond that rshich
would be expected on the basis of either the sum of individual
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efforts (pooling) or the

performance of a group's nost skilLed
nember. This snyergy bonus ls seen as potentially available
to alL groups, aad its achievement is liririted oaty by the
maoner ia which group nernbers work together (Hall & Watson,

p. 311).
llNeriroff

1970,

l(ing (i975) suggest that perhaps because
their
a constant tine linnit of forty ninutes on
all groups (while Hall and Watson (1970) dia not) influenced
the differeat outcorires (p. fB).
L2--Jack R. Gibb , "Def ens ive Cornmunication, " pp . 235 -24A ,
in S tewar t , Bridg.es No t I.-Ia I ls , 1982.
and
study imposed

l3B"oo" and Sheats (19a8) detail rhe following
specific
behaviors that are task oriented: 1) initiating: defines the
problem, sets the rules, contributes ideas; Z) information giving aad seeking; asks for or offers opinions and beliefs about
their own or the group's attitude toward a suggestion;3) opinion
giving and seeking: asks for or offers opinioas and beliefs
about their own or the grouprs at,titude toward a suggestion;
4) eLaborating and clarifying: provides additional infornation
about a particular suggestion or ideai 5) orienting and sunmarizingl review the significant points covered in an atternpt
Lo guide the direction qf the discussion; 6) consensus testing: checks to see if the group is ready to make a Cecision
(Goldhaber, 1983, pp. 258-69).
14B"orr"

and Sheats (tg+A) denote the following as selfserving behaviors: 1) blocking: refuses to cooperate by
rejecting all ideas; 2) withdrawing: remains indifferent,
daydreams, avoids the topic; 3) dorninatiag: interrupts,
monopolizes conversation, is authoritativei 4) being aggressive: boasts, criticizes, fights (Goldiraber, 1983, p. 269).
1q

'"Anong others, these sources were consulted: Miller
cited in Littlejohn (1983, p. f6S); Carl
Rogers, cited in Stewart (1982, pp. 176-S4).
and Rogers (1976)

'"The quality of feedbaclc used as the indicator of the
comrnunication was.evaluated through nine factors
on the Febdback RAting Instrument by Leathers: "l) deLiberat,eness (represents a carefuLly reasoned, logical respoiS
2) atomization (degree to which a contribution involves
incomplete, fragmeated or disjointed thought; includes running
a nunber of ideas together; a number of people talking at the
same tine; 3) fidelity (extent to which responses exhibit
confusioa as to the meaning or intent of a messagel characterized
by the necessity of seeking clarification, definition, expaasion,
- 4) tension (degree to which non-ve::bal gestures like
etc.);
laughter, sighs, groans, etc. indicate relative state of ten-

quality of
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sion or relaxatioa); 5) ideation (ideational responses iovolve
aa appraisal or evaluati6i-o?Tdeas; personal responses represeat the degree to which comments iavolved direct, or implied
crit,icisn of anorher person); 6) flexibility (iuflexi.ble
response indicates unwilling to modify a position in response
to another's contribution; may include a counter assertion);
7) digression (degree to rvhich one persoa inhibits another's
inmediate response, primarily by means of length and discursive utterances); 8) involvement (degree to rvhich one seeks
Lo avoict
avoi d comment
co
commeot on ano
another's
ther t s contribution
con tribution by attempting
attenpting to
withdraw from the discussion of another's contribution)',
(Leathers, 1971, p. gl).
l7Probler solving effectiveaess
here refers to the d egree
to which a group adequately a) explores, cl.arifies aod defines
a problem; b) geaerates and elaborat,es solutions to the prob 1 em ;
c) combines and selects ideas for fiaal solution; and d) eva 1uates the solution (Goldman, L979, p. 19).
l8croop cohesiveness
in Goldman's (tsZg) stuay refers to
the extent, of group motivat,ion, f riendship, satisfaction, trus t,
cooperation and confornity in a problem solving group (p. lg ) .

CHAPTER

III

THE RELATIONSHIP OF COIII}IUNICATION VARIABLES

TO EFFECTIVE DECISIONS

Chapter
dirneasions

I discussed qual.ity

in decision making.

t,o the adequacy

and acceptance as essential

The

of the solution in

facts of the problem.

quality

t,erms

dimension refers

of the objective

The acceptance dimension

refers to

the degree to which the group that must execute the decision

it--in other words, how does the group feel about
the decision? Decision quality is often aided by problem

accepts

solving methods which help deal with the intellectual aspects

of the discussion. Greater acceptance occurs
menbers

when group

directly influence the decision and r"rhen the decision

making process meets the

social and emotional needs of

the

group. Moreover, effective decisions are achieved more
full attention is paid to the variables that
affect comnunication in the problem solving group (collins
often

rshen

& Guetzkow, 1964,

p.

881 Krueger, 1983,

1983, pp. 206-7; Steioer, L972,

in Chapter I,

p. LZ).

pp. 50-54; Littlejohn,
However, as noted,

most problem solving rnethoCs do

adequate guidelines

not provide

for improving the grouo's nnanner of

comnunicat,ion toward problem resolution.
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Therefore, the intent of Chapter III is to clarify
how communicat,ion torvard

effective decisions

in the problem solving group.
III will discuss

To acconplish

how each cornnunication

may be improved

this,

Chapter

'rariable relates

to the two qualities of an effective decision.
Before doing so, however,

it is necessary to

discuss

the problem solviag paradigm because problem solviag

methods

exert an iafluence on decision effectlveness.
Prob

lem

So

lving

Definition and Focus. Researchers generally agree

that decisioa

raaking and problem sol'ring are

usually portrayed

as a straight line rnade up of formal, rational steps, each
one taken aft,er being certain

of the previous step: define

the problen, set objectives, gather information, ideotify

alteraatives, project

coasequences, choose the most propit,ious

optioo (Goldberg, 1983r pp. 157-58; Hoffnan, L979, p.171;
Van Gundy, 1981,

p. 282; Delbeeq & Van de Ven, L97L,p.

a69).

Seventy-five problem solving techniques are currently

available (Vaa Gundy, 1981) that attempt t,o reduce variability

in leader

and mernber behavior observed from group

which attenpt

to

group and

to provide a more effective procedure for

the resolution of probleurs (Delbecq, L974, p. 617; Fisher,
1980, pp. 130-32). These formal approaches ro problern solving,
based upoo

specific principles and assumptions about creat,ive

thinkingl and problem solving theoryz, are

termed, struciured
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problen solving t,echniques (Vaa Gundy, 1981, p. 2). Structured
problen solving techniques are designed to solve "i1l-structured"

problerns. (Ill-structured problems provide groups with

little or no iaformatioo on the
a soLution

(Vao Gundy, 1981,

Stages

one best raay

develop

p. 4).)3

of Problen Solving.

The

is typlcal.ly a five stage process as
of several typical

to

solving of
shown by

problern solving formats

a

problems
comparison

in Figure 3.

- See Following Page for Figure 3 -
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Figure 3
The Five-s tage Process of Problem
Comparing Five Formats
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(Van Gundy, (Van Gundy,

1981, P. 229) 1991, p. 282)

(Van Gundy, (Hof fman, (DeLbecq &
1981, p.274) L979, p.17l,)Van <ie Ven,
L97L, p. 469)
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ALthough researchers geaerally agree

that all stages

are

essential in the classic problem solving process, not all
available problen solving methods address every stage -mauy problem

solvlng methods are 'fstage-specific." For

example, soure problem solving methods coacetrtrate solely

on idea geaeration or decisioa anal.ysis. However, problem

solviag methods can be combiaed depending upotr the

needs

of the situation and the oature of the task.
Choice

of

Problem Solving Method. Research on prob-

Iem solving methods

clearly indicates that for effective

decisions, the choice of problenr solving technique will
depend upon

the aature of the problem and the conditions

surrouading

it (Hoffrnan,

Lg7g,

p.48; Morrison

p.103; Stumpf,
Gundy, 1981, p. g).4

Freedman & Zadd, L979,

scope, implementation

difficulty or training

L976,

of

& Thomas,

p. 779;

Yan

Fact,ors such as available time, problem
requirements

group members, nust be considered when selecting techniques

(Van Gundy, 1981,

p. 41).

However,

"little

research is

available for suggesting whieh technigues are likely to
work best

in

rvhich.

situat,ions" (Van Guady, 1981, p. L7).

To heLp the problem solving

practitioner,

Van Gundy (19S1)

provides guidelines and a "nost-useful" list of thirty-five
lechniquesr which present a wide range

of technique alternatives

that, should be suitable for a variety of problem solving

situat,ions (pp, L7-42). t{ot only are there a good nunber

of

systems

for solving problems, but most of

thern work,

given a certain type of problern and a favorable organizational
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for the use of the speeific method. rf thernethod
doesn't fit the organlzation's maaagement style, probrem
climat,e

solvers will not be as effective (Jeffries & Bates, 19g3, p. 7),
The appropriate choice of a problem solviag technique
can lead to higher quaLity

solutions. Furthermore,

problem solviag methods prescribe varying anoun.ts

because

of structure

for the resolution of problens, the choice of a problen
solving urethod will exert a signiflcaat influence on the
quality and acceptance of the decision. The two qualiti.es
of an effective decision require that the group rnust deal
effect,ively wirh facts and with feelings. fhe interlectual
aspects

of

problem sorving

activities

skil1. At,tention to the feeling

must be handled with

dimensioas

of a decision

reguires a high leveL of confidence, trust, loyalty
caador anong group menbers as

aad

well as loyalty to the group

as a whole (Likert & Likert, L976,p. f25). Learaing to
use

pr-ob1em

to build

solviag and humaa relations skiLls simultaaeously

and maintain a group

necessary

while solving a problem is

to reach effective decisions
The

Effect of

Communication Variables

on the Quality and Acceptance
Dirnensions

of

Decisions

conmuaication variabLes exert

a significant influence
on the effectiveness of decisions. The discussion which
follows relates each of the key connunication variables
(discussed

in

Chapter

II) to the

trvo

qualities of

an
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effective decision.
acceptance

Some

variables

uray

deal more with the

of the decision and some may be nore related

to the task or quality demaads.

However, what

is important,

the relatioaship of communicat,ion to the

when discussiag

problem solving process

is

how the comnunication variables

relate to the two qualities of an effective decisioa. Each
variable will be discussed, in turn, with a brief summary
provided for both the quality and acceptaoce dimensions.
Networks

Quality.
of

Communication networks

group members

full

member

affect the satisfaction

with the quality of the decision.

Siace

participation utilizes group resources more

effectively, patterns of

communicat,ion which provide rnore

opportunity for information, ski1ls, experience and ideas

to be shared easily and efflciently allow a nore informed
decision to emerge. Group discussion st,irnulates new thoughts
and promotes combinations
ment

exchange and develop-

of ideas between members increases decision

and the chances
so

of ideas. This

that the group will

come up

accuracy

with the best

lutioa.
For higher quality solutions of complex problems, unrestricted

and decentralized pat,terns

of

communicat,ion are desirabre.

while desirable for the full exploration of a problen, these
patterns caa draw uneven member participation. A combination

of different networks during the stages of problen solving
will help to achieve the inclusion of ideas frorn arl menbers.
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For example, members who might feel unconfortable lnteracting

verbally could contribute ideas and iafornat,ioa in writing

prlor to full group discussioa, and thus still

have an influence

on the solution.
Moreover, the

if

quality of

group nenbers do

phase

of

problera

problem solution

will

increase

not interact freely duriag the ideation

solving; interaction during ideatioo iahibits

the fuller expression of ldeas due to the criteria setting

aad evaLuatiod that, occurs when groups offer ideas and
discuss them sinrultaneousLv.
The problem requirements

network

for communication.

also determine the most effective

When

the problern is simple,

solution quality is more easiLy maintaiaed ia centralized
networks through speed and efficiency
betweea members. When the problem

is

ia transmitting information

more complex, such

as ia most creative problem solving situations, decentralized
networlcs

will provide

more member

iaput and result in

a

better quality solution.
Summary. Complex problem solving
communicat,ion aetworks which

of

group member resources

situations require

facilitate the utilization

to increase the quality of solutions.

Acceptance. Group mer.rbers who influence the decision

or

who have aa

opiaion reflected in the decision are

more

likely to accept the decision. Therefore, patt,erns of communication which encourage partlcipation will promote group feeling
for the decision

and commitnent

to execute the decision.
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Decentralized netrsorks foster greater cohesiveness with

nore participation toward group goals, have higher group
morale and provide more
The advaatages

flexibility

ior solution finding.

of decentralized networks are optimized

when

precautioas are taken to e[sure an equal_ opportuuity to

participate.
Therefore, for group members to have a positive feeliag
about a decision

requires: 1) equal access to

problem relevaat

informatioal 2) freedon from inhibiting influences of other
members; and

3) the

sane

right opportunity

and obligation

to participate as any other member. Centralized
aetworks

offer less opportunity to partieipate

connunication

and consequently

offer less opportunity to influence the problem's solution.
I{ence, uarestricted
acceptance

or decentralized

of the decision

networks

offer greater

when solving compl-ex problems.

Surnmary. Mernber acceptance of the group' s manner of
comnunication about a problem and
when ne'urcorks ensure

its solution is

increased

the cpportunity to infl-ueace the solution.

Small Group Ecology
The

variable of small group ecology (seating arrangements)

affects the group acceptance dimension of an effective decisioa
nore than it,s quality dimension"

Quality. Seating which increases the perceptioo of
status differences anocg
has a aegative

effect

members

on the

of the group geaerally

quality of decisions.

Because
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a central figure has more status, this figure both receives
and gives nore commuaication. Other members

of the group

participate less as a resuLt of a perception of less
ability to influence the solution. To negate the notions
may

of status associated with seating, seating nrenbers to encourage
equality of participation (e.e., a circle) will increase
the anount of infornatioa contributed toward the problem
and also increase the
communicatlon

ments.

quality of the solut,ion.

in the group is affect,ed by seating

Members who choose

fron others lessen the
Fewer

a seat as far

chances

arrange-

away as possible

of beiag exoected to contribute.

contributions can impair the quality of solutions

through uader
choose

utilizatioo of

member

resources. where peogle

to sit, ia a group also determines with

communicate

whom thev

in the physical proximity and this exerts

an

influeace on the communicatioa patterns in the group.
Surnmary. The satisfaction of group rnenbers with the

quality of solution is increased when the seat,ing arrangement,s
of members promotes participation and decreases member status
differences.
Acceptance. Since full discussion and participation
leads to greater acceptance of the decision, seating shouLd
be arraaged

to fostet the desirable iaterpersonal

qualities which
Freedom to

warmth a ad

eahance

communication

a group climate for participation.

participaie and cooperate, group harmony, friendliness,
inforrirality--are enhanced by close sitting within
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good eye contac t .

more formal and distant the group

The

seat,ing the nore formal and distant and cool is

tion.

Good eye contac

mernber conmunica-

t resul ts in more cornmuaication

between

group members and betweea group menbers and the leader.
There are less member cont,ributions when group seating is

the typical school room style where

other's backs
arrangemeats

and

eye cotrtact and

can help negate status positions

a

central

pos

less conversation is direc ted

the

so

each

at the

sane tirae

if a group does not

wan't

Since more co?rversation is directed towai:ds

or need a leader.

the decision as

look at

not at each other's eyes. Circular seating

facilitate

those who occupy

members

a

i tion r the members to
wi I I

r^lhorn

feel less support for

result of less opportunity to influence

lutior:t .

Group members who regularly neet gravitate to a usual

seat. If another

member

takes that seat, negative feeliags

toward the oerson who assumed another's usual seat mav resuli,
and

reflect negatively oa the quality of ensuing communj.cation.

Such

feelings

become

dysfunctional hidden ageadas and interfere

with the solving of problems and acceptance of the group
Process.
Too close

or too far seating between menbers

may evoke

negative personal feeling in participants which negativel-y

affects the quality and content of commuaication about the
problen, leading to less support fox the final decisioa.

If groups desire strong leader guidance, seating should

B6

be arranged with

little

all

eyes upon the leader; members need have

eye contact and physical closeness

A central

ocus f or communication rnay be

f

s tages

of the problem

Hor+ev€r

r

f

or greates t

so

with other

members

irable

some

des

a

t

lving process or f or certain problems .

accep

r'lhich encourages perception

tance of the decis ioor seating

of

member

responsibility

to

contribute toward problern resolution is desirable.
Symrnary.
acceptance

To

encourage

participation and to increase

of the decision, group members should be seated

in close proximity

and have good eye contact $rith

all other

members.

Group Size
Group

size significantly affects the quality and acceptance

of a decision.
Qya

as

1i ty

.

The qua I i ry of a solution is generalty positively

sociated wi th increas

i.ng

resources aie available for

group size because nore menber
dea I

ing

rvi th

the

prob lem

.

However

,

for the following reasons, the quality declines in proportion
to the group ' s inabi I Lty to utrLlze

mernber

resources. l) I.iith

increasing group size there is less time for each

rnember

contribute--the pattern of cornmunicatioa begins to vary
in the group, affected by the fornation of coalitions and
to

subgroups. This allows less direct input from the merabers
and therefore utilizes les s indirridual resources . Z) As
groups get larg€r r rnore tirne is spent communicating on lead,ership, procedural tasks and group maintenanc€ r leaving

Ies

s

6t

tine

and energy

for solut,ion. 3)

As group size increases,

the probability oflaader energence increases. Leader

emergence

tends to centralize the communicat,ioa patterns which in

turn allow less influence on the solution by other
The quali ty of the

so

members.

lution also depends upon the s ize

of the group in relation to the nature of the problem.
While a complex problem is best haadled by a decentralized
message

flow, as the group size increases,

patterns

for

become more

compLex

communication

centralized and become less effective

problens, resulting ia lower quality solutions.

Summary. As group size increases, nore nenber resouices

are available to increase the quality of decisioas.

Howeve!,

larger group size ii an advantage only if neasures are

to ensure the effective utilization ofrnenberskills,
and experiences through opportunit,ies

communication toward the problen

tend t,o
more

inhibit the

ideas

to participate.

Acceptance. Group size affects the group's

of

talcen

manner

solut,ion. Smaller

groups

expression of disagxeenents and cisaLisfaction

than large groups: less freedom to differ in opinion

leads to less acceptance of the decision.
g.roups allow more opportunity

to

Horvev€rr smaller

communi.cate and hence

others. Sinc6 the opportunity to interact

influenie

aad influence

solutioa is directly related to acceptance of the decision,
smaller group size is nore conducive to acceptance.
As groups iacrease

in size,

cohesiveness and norale

decrease due to the development of coalitions, factions

BB

aad an iacrease

in organization and division of labor in

the group. Cliques and factions develop fron a aeed for
group efficiency but
member

of

result in less opportunity for

to influence the solution directly.

communication begin t,o change

each

The patterns

with coalition format,ion.

Increasingly larger proportions of the group are discouraged
from nakiug overt contrlbutions because members must work
through subgroups and factions
The

in order to have an influeace.

ability to directly infLuence the group process

problem resolution leads

Further, the total
and from

to less acceptance of the Cecision.

amount,

individual

towarcl

of particioation in the group

members decreases

r.rith increasing group

size. Less participation leads to less infLuence

and con-

sequently, less support for the decision.

'

However, problern sol.ving techaiques can cornpensate

somewhat

for the

size. Different

disadvantages associated

with larger

communication patterns can be used

group

to

provide

greater opportunity for oarticipation and thus increase
the Potential for

member

inf luence on the ciecision.

The nature of a problen vrill influence on the- solution

is directLy related to:higher acceptance of the

decision.;

therefore groups of all sizes must provide procedures

_fos.

the equal opport,unity to participate.
Individual Versus Group Problern
Ind

ivi

dua

So

I'ri3g

I versus group problem

variable which appears to af fec t

so

so

I'v'ing is a conmunication

lution

qua I

i ty nore thaa
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accePtance.

Quality.

Group

superiority over that of iadivlduals

ia problen solviag is attributed

t,o more

fuller discussion of problems.

and

available ideas

The group draws from

individual ideas, forns a repository of these ideas,

then

subjects these ldeas to an examination fron varied perspectives,
backgrounds and

experience.

group nenbers diseuss

When

ideas there is a greater likelihood that false assunptions
aad errors

tion

will be detect,ed duriag the

exchange

of

informa-

result in an increase in the quality of the solution.
Group superiority over that of individuals in problem
and

solviag wiLl also be enhanced by the selection of

rnenber

resoulces appropriate to the problem. For example, physicians
would be a good choice

of group menbet resources to

solve

a health care service problem. Moreover, group problem

solving soLutions will be of higher quality than that of
individuals

when member resources

for

solut,ion.

problera

energy devoted

tine

and

of

Lhe group can be tapped

Honever, group resources, time, and

to group naintenance problems leaves less

effort available for problesl resolution. rf

problerns

associated with group naintenaace can be resolved, group

interaction for solutioas is superior to ladividual

problem

solving.
llotrev€rr individuals are nore effective than groups

in the ideation phase of problem

so

lving.

following individual ideatioe is essential.

Group
Th.e

of inf o'rrnation aad hi tchhiking of ideas al lows

a

discussioa
shar ing

solution
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to

emerge

workiag

that is bet,ter and more creative than an individual

alone. In addit,ion, the sharing

and exploring of

ideas about problems results in the group sharing respoasibility

for the decision.
Summary. Groups provide advantages

of

more ideas,

infornation and expertise about a problem. Group discussion
explores more problern aspects which increases the likelihood

of better quality solutions.
will

deerease

However, these group advaatages

in proportion to the anount of group effort

which must be devoted toward maintenance

of group relations

aad thus away from problern resolution.

Acceptance. Member suppoxt for group decision making

will result only

when the menber

feels that the

rewards

provided by association with the group are greater than

solving the problem iadividuall-y; or if the individual feels

that

Lhe group can

solve the problen bett,er than the

menber

could alone. llhether a group solves a problem more effeetively
than an individual depends upon the quality of group

resources. An iedividual
problem solving

may be

superior to the group in

if the group membership is not

to the task and soiutions

do

interaction.

such a group

A member

in

member

adequate

not gain quality by member

will

have less acceptance

of the decision.
The

quality of comnunication tonard the problem

and

the effective resolution of group rnainLenance problerns will

directly affect the acceptance of group <iecisions. A raclr
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of

group nembership

skills interferes with
fu1ly utilizing

and prevent,s groups from

good communication

nember resources,

leading to lower quality solutions as well as Less acceptance.
Struggles over status, lack of participationr domiaation

of the discussion, expressions of hostility
all serve t,o leave group

and apathy,

nembers disappointed

ia group process

as well as Less support for the decision. Support for the

decisioa can be increased when group nembers are t,rained

in desirable behavior for group
group goals over individual

comnunicat,ion, promoting

goals.

One

of the best reasons

for having a group solve a problem is to

seek group support

for that decision. lloreover, solutioos which reflect

menber

influence will increase the motivation to carry out the
so

lution.
Sumrnary. A decision

l)

menbers perceive

will be supported

more

often rchen:

solution quality is great,er thaa that

which could have been achieved

individually; 2) ttrenember

is able to participate to influence the solution;

and

3) probler,rs associated \{ith the group communication
f o r na in tenanc

e

Leadership.
tha

are

res o lved

Lead er sh i p

t, grea t ly inf luenc es

bo

process

.

is a variable to cornmunication

th the

qua I

i ty' and

ac c ep

tanc

e

of decis ions
Quarijl . The capacity of the problem solving group
to develop new, ianovative solutions to ciifficult

problems

is dependent upon tlre divers i ty of group members in background,
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experieoce and point

of vie$t. If it is

assumed

that

solving group leaders have final responsibility to

Problem

nove

the group toward completion of the task, the extent to which

the leader utilizes the resources of the grouP will directly

affect the quality of the solutioa.
A Leader will utilize group resources toward higher

often whec: 1) the leader's connuaica-

quality solutioas

more

tion

fosters an equalitarian clirnate of

and behavior

and opportuaity

to contribute; 2) the leader

bility for accurate communication

openaess

assumes respoasi-

between members (is sensitive

feelingsr Protects rninority vierlpoints, keeps
the discussion raoving, and skillfully testates grouP views);

to

unexpressed

3) a leader
judgment

demonstrates confidence

to solve the problen; 4) a

actively, freely
individual skilts

in

member

ability

and

Leader communicates

and frequently wit'h group nembers t,o taP
aad knowledge; and

5) a leader facilitates

comrnunication which reduces misunderstanding.

Higher

quality solutions result

when

the

leader-member

relationship is good. A good leader-member relationship'
allows more time to be devoted to the task and less

to developing or nnaintainirig the relationship.

Lirne

llore. quality

declsions result when the leader communicates a wish to
share and delegate authority and Power

to

become

with the

group--rnoving

a nenber rvhose skills and resources are available

to the group.
A lea<ier also contributes to the quality of a solution

by: 1) using an appropriate problenr solving

method

for

the
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problern; 2) iraving

sktll

aad knowledge

probrern soLving method; and

in the use of

the

3) making sure that, all relevant

iuforrnatioa is available aad used effectively.
Higher

quality decisious are

reached rshen

a leader

regards the differences of opinion as a cherished value,

conflict as an opportunity for better solutions,
and helps the group to deal with such divergency creatively
regards

and

constructivery.

Groups need

to value dissenting

opinions

as esseotial contributions to inaovative and excellent solutions;

therefore, a leader must facilitate and support the contributions

of all

nresrbers.

The persoaality and

attitude of the leader toward the

group also influeaces the quaLity

of the solution.

An authoritarian

leader style does oot encourage free and open group communication.
Group raembers perceive

that the authoritariaa leader will

likely overrule the group's handling of the problem.
As a result, less nember participation and effort may be
most

put lnto solving the problern.
Summary. Higher

often

when

quality of a solution occurs nore

a leader maxiarizes the resources of group members

by using good i.nterpersonal communication and problem solving

skilLs with the group toward probLem resolution.
Acceptance. The key to quality solutions is the utilization

of

group member resources. A leader who

utilization contributes to

facilitates

member acceptance

such

of the decision.
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f,ncreased support

for a deciiion results when a

fosters a supportive aad open climate by receptivity

leader
and

desire for caadid and unguarded personal comnnunication
members. Moreover, positive feedback by

a leader to

about the quality aad anount of contributions helps

feel

good about the way the group solves the

betrseen

mernbers

nembers

problem.

trIhen

leader skil1 helps groups to achleve higher quarity solutions
as a result of effectivery aad creatively dealing with cooflict

ia the groupr group members feel a sense of
and have increased support

accomplishment

for the decision.

Moreover,

the group's confidence in the solut,ion will support its
imp

lenentation.

For the greatest acceptance of the decision a leader
must succeed

ln having

members

feel that specific individual

ski1ls, feelings

and experiences have been sought, tapped

and incorporated

into the solution.

about decisions when a

of feeling

Menbers

feel better

leader: l) is sensiti're to

and communicates a desire

to

expressions

acknowledge ther,r;

2) is person-oriented rnore than taslc-oriented; 3) relies
on the desires of group menbers as the motivational force
in the group;4)

moves

to

become

a

member

of the group (not

seeking status which renoves the leader as a member of the

group); 5) conmunicates an ability to deal easily with the

social and emotional needs of

mernbersl

6)

does

not exhibit

aa authoritarian flanner ar.d 7) displays friendliness, confidence
and

trust to the group.
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Members have increased

Summary.

support for the decision

and motivation to carry out the decision when a leader provides

a c l ima te which fosters the incorporation of

member

skills,

feellngs and ideas into a solution and when a leader helps
the group find a successful resolution to conflicting poiats

of

view.

Conformity

Pressure

to confona directs the communication of

members toward

group

the solving of a problem. Since groups seek

success, sone degree

of conformity is necessary to

achieve

problem resolution.

Quality. Group nembers interact, in ways that mesh
individual goals with the norns set by the group. The quality
of a solution is affected by the extent of

cornmltment to

group goals that a mernber evidences and by a willingness

to coatribute skills
and communicate

and other resourees. Mernbers who coaform

with each other.on the basis of norns

adooted

by the group do so because the norms aie perceived to benefit
and reward the successful performance

of the group's problem

solving efforts.
However, the pressure

to

conform can be detrimental

to the quality of group solutions when different,

and divergent

opiaions are not encouraged and are instead viewed as threatening

to the adopted norns of the group . Therefore r groups which
adop

t norms to encourage d ivergency of

higher

qua

li ty solutions.

op

inion r{i 1l

ha're

Pressure toward conforgritv can
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also be negative when conf ormi ty

caus

es the ideas

submi

tted

to be aimed more at achieving group approval than at offering
communication or ideas which will help the qualiry of the
so

lution.

to which group pressures for

Summary. The extent

fornity

enhance

con-

or hinder conmunication toward quality solut,ioas

affects menber satisfaction.
when members eonform

Higher guality solutions result

to a group

norm which encourages

diversity

of opinion.
Acceptaace. Group goals must reflect the values of
group menbers. Acceptance

if the group
who

of the decision will be lower

has nortrs which members do

not share.

superfieially adopt group rrorms as a result of

Members

group

pressure to conform may participate under the influence of
hidden agendas, resulting
norms

of

in hostility, withdrawal

noninvolvement which

of the decision.

Member

result in less

and other

menber acceptance

feeling about a decision r.rill also

vary to the degree that the needs of an individual are
through conf orming to group

goa

Summary. Communication

ls

met

.

based.

on conf ormi fy Lo

norms

adopted and shared by group nembers leads to the increased

motivation of grouP members to carry out the decision.
Conflict
The nanner in which problem solving groups deal r,,iith
conf l ic

t

de

termines the quality and acceptance of the decision.
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Quality. llhen a group
of opinion

may

seeks

quality solutions, differeaces

either be a serious liabii.ity or a great

resource, depending upon whether the diversity immobilizes

the group in "win-lose" conflict situations or stimulates
creat,ive thinking and the use of rnember resources toward

solut,ions. l{igher quality solutions will be achieved more
often when: 1) group members feel free to aad do express
dlfferences of opia-ion;

Z) group norms encourage the

of dissenting opinion.

expressioa

give

arrd

rnembers

These trao coaditions

coafidence that decisioas have higher quality

because more aspects

of the

problem lrere explored.

Qualitatively superior and nore creative solutions
result when groups adopt a "rsorking-through" approach to
the handling of divergent opinions. Training in group menbership behavior and consensual guidelines helps
1) to communicate

nnore

supportively and less

Z) to feel

more comfortable

divergency

of opinion;

and

in expressing

3) to

mernbers:
d

ef ens ive Ly ;

and accepting

promote group goals over

individual goals.
Higher
on

its

quality solutions result

nenber resources

to

when the group

worlc'Lhrough

conflict

relies

and does

not expect a leade! to "rescue" the group from conflict
and nake arbitrary decisions. The group has the necessary
resources

for solving problens.

sumnary. I{igher quarity decisions result when groups
regard and promote conflict as a creative force and as

an
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opportunity for fulLer exploration of a problem.
Acbeptanee. Conflict situations can increase accePtance

of a decision
to

when

all

rnembers

listen atteatively

and supportively

each other aad when members place a positive value on

diversity, dissent
becomes

and

differences.

Communication then

nore open, candid and free. Freedom t,o exPress

opinioas influences the solutioa and therefore results in

higher satisfaction with the solutioa.
Exploring conflicting opinions takes more group effort.
llowever, groups who seek solutions
through

conflict, will

to problens by working

have greater satisfaction

with

decision than groups who rely on leader solutions.
commitmeat,

to soLutions occurs

right of a group to solve the

the

Less

whea leaders PreemPt t'he

problem and determine

its

solution.
Sunnmary. Iacreased acceptance
when group members

feel

of decisions

occurs

good about the decision and about

the manner in which the grouP integrated divergent opiaions
int,o a high qual.ity, final solution.
Functional Dimensions
Task, and Self -Serving

Behaviors. The inf luence of

the task dimension on the quality of a decisions is strongly
determined by the choice
Because communication

of

problem solving method employed.

directed toward the technical quality

of a solutioa is largely

deterrnined by the problem solving
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method,

this paper presunes that

problem structures

will

provide guidance. However, the quality of that communication

is affected by the key variables discussed previously in
Chaoter

II.

Self-serving behaviors affect and are affectedby the
manner and

this

quality of

paper does

in the group.

communication

However,

not specifically address the effect,s of

dysfuactional self-serving behaviors on communication but
provides insights toward mainteaance dinensions which nay

alleviate

some

self-serving behaviors

.

Maintenance. Communication towards mainte[ance problems
serves to "lubricate" the process of problern solving. Certain
conlmunica

tion behaviors are cri tical to maintaining a heal thy

group clirnate in which

c

rea t ive prob l em

so

lving can take

place. Communieation' behaviors which resolve differences
and reduce tens ion, encourage and support, exhibi t awarenes

s

the flow of communicatioor will

of feeling and facilitate

facilitat,e the achievement of nore effective decisions.
Theref ore

attention

mus

which help maintain a

t be given to

hea I

thy group

Cohes ivenes

communica

c I ima

te

tion variables

.

s

Quality.. $Ihile a feeling of groupness is necessary
to accomplish a task r groups can become so
no deviance of opinion or ideas i s

aI

lowed

relates negati'rely to Lhe quality of group

c

ohe s ive tha

t

Excessive cohesiveness

.

so

lu tions

.

Whea
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the need for group cohesiveness

becomes nore of.

a value

than the need to achieve a quality solution, cohesiveness

will inhibit the presentation of different points of

view

which are necessary for higher quality decisions.

to a certain point, cohesive groups

However, up
make

better quality decisions

because groups

are mote likely to be motivated by

common

do

with high loyalty

values and goals

than groups lacking such cohesiveness. Highly cohesive
groups make
and

better decisions

interact with

because members:

each other more;

and cooperative communication; and
each

other toward a
Summary. A

common

1)

commuaicate

2) have rnore friendly

3) exert influence

on

goal.

highly cohesive group which allows for

divergency of. opiaion, provides for increased satisfactioa

of group

members

with the quality of decision.

Acceptaace. Accept,ance of a decision is facilitated
by a highly cohesive group. Communication in a cohesive
group focuses on the goal of arriving at solutions with
group support for doing so. A supportive climate where
members can

freely contribute and participate increases

group support for the decisioa.
Cohesiveness

is

commuhicated as an

attltude and is

also a relationship between members. Cohesiveness will
vary depending upon the extent of group motivation, friend-

ship, trust, cooperation and conformity which is felt

and

displayed in the group and upon other positive maintenance
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factors whlch work toward the feeling of groupaess.
sumnary. The presence of positive naintenaace factors
will contribute to cohesiveaess and provlde conditions which

foster support for a decision.
Trus

t

ProbLen soLviag groups produce more thoughtful aad

inaovative solutions when ideas are ful1y shared, especially
when group norms reward

deviaat opinioas.

individuals for voicing possibly

Freedoar

of expression can occur

onr.y

a trusting climate prevails. A trusting clinate influeoces
all' interpersonal communicatioa in the group and greatly
affects the quality aad acceptaace of a solution.
when

Quality. Hrgh revels of trust

betweea group

raembers

provides a oonexploitive cLimate where communication is free,
open' frank, spontaneous and uncaLculated. tfith low leveLs

of trust,
other,

members

oay try to outsmart or outmaneuver each

not comrcuaicate true feelingsr.opinions, iceas
and iafornation which are required for better quality soluand may

tions; energy and creativity is diverted from rvork toward
solutions. Heace, the quaLity of'decision suffers.
when the group

or tempered, group
membeis nay

climate causes opiaions to be disguised

nembers become

defensive.

Defeasive

withdraw, thereby reducing commitnent and coramunica-

tion necessary toward the group goar of finding a good soluLion.
In a defensive group cliraate, rnenbers nay pexceive that
the decision did not benefit f'om alL possil,Le ideas

as
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a result of less group support for

member

participatioa.

Less satisfaction with the quality of the solutioa nay result.
Members may

rightly

assune

that if

more ideas had been presented

in a more supportive climate, the sorution courd have been
better.
Summary. High levels

of trust leads to higher quality

solutions by providiug supportive coaditions receptive to
divergency of oplnion and full participatioa of group mimbers;
more nember invoLvement contributes

to higher quality solutions.

Acceptance. The level of trust present in a group

direcLry affects the rever of acceptance a group

feels with the decision

---

member

high levels of trust increase

acceptance. when group members can rely on each other to
receive each others I ideas and opinions as needed and waated

for solutioa, the motivation of a mernbe.r is to cootiaue
to share ideas. As more trust is experienced, mQre trust
will be mutuarly reciprocated, leading to fuller communication
toward the problem and greater support for the decision.
Low levers

of trust and a negative experience with
the lack of trust, leads to: 1) a decrease in the amount
of

2) a stifr.ed group clirnate.; 3) member
hesitatioa to reveal informationi 4) defensive and closed
open communication;

commuaication; and

5) reduced cohesiveness of the group.

Moreover, members need

to t,rust that others wirl earry
out an assigned responsibility. Lack of trustworthiness
will create negative feelings

between group menbers and
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tregatively affect the quality of future communicatioa.
summary. unconditional acceptance of others' opiaions
as being valid, favors trust between members and promotes

a willingness in

members

to offer nore contributioas.

con-

tribution of ideas and group participation increases a member,s
felt perception of influence on the soluLion, readiug to increased
motivatioa to support aad carry out the decisioa.
Feedback

Feedback communicatioa

rerated to task and mainteaance

problems serves

to crarify and provide understanding of
the communication in the group. when members communicate

about a task, a relationship dimension is also preseat in

the

message"

Quality. Explicit aod direct comnunication concerning
the task elicits more relaxed and clear responses. Less
elear and

for

ambiguous comnents do

not provide as much help

to work on the sorution to the probrem, hence
the quality of solution sgffers. Feedback whieh exhibits
members

good human

relatioas

awareness

will

promote understanding

between group members during probrem solving discussions.

Therefore, the quality of solution is affected by the quarity

of

feedback.

summary. solution quality is higher when communication
between menbers about

and seeks

a problem is direct, clear, rerevant

to increase mutual understanding.
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Acceptance. Positive feedback can help a group to

feel

good about

a decision.

Group members

wiLl be more

supportive of a decision if communication toward the task

is clear' open, candid aad direct, and is
A group needs

noL nanipulative.

positive feedback from others in

the

group, from the leader and from the larger organization

ia the group's eaviroameot to reinforee what the group is
doing well. Members need to kaor that the group is serving
a vital function, that the group needs the skills and experiences

that

rnembers

have to offer, and that member contributions

serve as a necessary function in the group. Feedback directed

thusly, reinforces posit,ive group efforts and provides members
with feelings of influence on the decision which lsnecessarv
for

member acceptaace

of the decision.

Summary. A mutual willingness on the
rnembers

direct

part of

group

to clarify positions and statements with clear and

comrnunication

will increase acceptance of the decision.

Positive leader feedback to

will also

members about

promote member motivation

their contributions

to carry out the decision.

Cooperation

Cooperation

is a reciprocal relationship in a group

whereby each person influences

the system and accepts influence

from it.

Srafiry. The quatity of a decision is higher when
members of the group agiee on and communicate toward the
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same

goal. Greater

results in

menber commitnent

more comnuaicatioa

to

agreed-upon goals

efficiency toward achleving

that goal aad higher quality of the decisioa.
The quality of a decision is aLso affected by how effectively
the gtoup communicates and organizes to achieve problem

resol.ution.

The more cooperative members

of group resource', the

more

are in the use

effectlve the decisioa.

summary. Menbers of a eooperative group achleve higher

quality decisious

because nore communication

is directed

toward an agreed-upon goa1.

Acceptance. A cooperative agreement on the part of

of a group to mutually participate to achieve a
solution to a probLem resuLts in direct individual iafLuence

members

on the solution, favoring support for the decisioo. cooperative
groups are characterized by more

positive interpersonal

communication than are competitive

feel

groups.

more comfortable communicating

Group members

in a cooperative

group

climat'e. Moreover, supportive group behavior toward deviant
member opinions fosters cooperative relationships among
members and

contributes appreciably to resolving conflicts

amicably, resultiag ia better group process
Sunmary. Both groups and individual group

members

gaia in cooperative situations. Through participation,
group nembers gain infLuence on the decision, thereby inereasing

for the decision. Decision quality is improved
as a result of the greater amount of iaformation that has
acceptance
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beea contributed toward a problem and

its resolution.

Gatekeeping

Gatekeeping

is an indlvidual group

to help facilitate pafticipation in the

nember

responsibility

group.

Quality. Solutions of higher quality result
member ideas and group resources

when nore

are reflected in the decision.

Therefore, groups whose members strive to facilitate the

partlcipatioa of all

rnembers

will

eacourage a greater exchange

of inforsratioo about the problem.
a subjective dimension: group
when, how and

to

whom

Gatekeeping also has

raembers must

decide what,

information should be relayed or shared.

Ethics and judgment require that gtoup members share informatlon
about,

a problen fairly and fully for best quality decisions.

Summary. For higher

quality solutions, group

members

and leaders should facilitate group commuo.ication and involvement, toward problem

resolution.

Acceptance. The extent to which and how well a group
keeps communication channels open
t,oward

'

for

member

participation

a problem will deternnine how group menbers feel

about,

a decisioa. since greater acceptance of the decision results
when members

that

directly influence the solutiou, it is inportaat

each group menber seek

out and encourage the contributions

of all group members.
Summarty. Gat,ekeeping is a desirabl_e concept that
can increase the acceptance of a decision by facilitating
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participatioa from all

members

in the problem solving

group.

SUMMARY

Communication between problem

solving group

menbers

deterniaes the two essential dinensions of an effective

decisioa: satisfaction and acceptance.
methods caa provide steps

Problem solving

to help achieve satisfactioa with

the adequacy of the solutloa ln terns of the obJective facts

of the problear.

No such

practical steps are avai.lable which

increase the acceptance that group nembers feel for the
decision.
However, the above discussion

of

hosr communication

varj.abl.es infLueace group communicition Lo reach effective

decisions can be applied to problem solving groups to increase

both the qualtty and acceptance dimensions. Each variable
has unique concepts and characteristics whlch affect decision

quality

and acceptance. While the discussion

of

how communica-

tion variables affect decisions requires focusing on vari.ables
one

at a time for purposes of study, a practical application

of that study recognizes the overlapping and interacting
nature of communication variables in real-life situat,ions
and prob lems

.
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Endno

tes

1w"11."" (tgZS) posed the basic paradigm for creativity:
preparatioa, incubation, illuniaation and verification (pp.
80-107).

t'The

najority of textbooks

and naa.uals have recommended

modifications of Dewey's formulations as patterns for gtouP
probLem solving discussion. "Most of these patterns closely
approximate the following: a) defining and analyzing the
problem; b) establishing criteria by which to judgeproposals;
c) findtng posslble solutions, or the geoetatlsg of proposals;
d) evaluatiag proposals in order to reach a decision; e) plaaniag how to put the flnal solution lnto effect" (Btl.lhart &
Jochen, 1964, p. 175).
3Problems can be

classified according to their degree of
structure: rsell-structured, semi-structured or ill-structured.
A well-structured problem is a situation typified by its
routine, repetitive nature and can usually be solved using

*aadard operating procedures. A semi-structuted probem
is characterized by some knowledge of the solution but unsureness of how to solve the problem. An ill-structured problen
provides the problem-solver with little or no information
on the one best way to develop a solution (Van Gundy' 1981'
P. 4).
4Res"ar"h results demonstrate that decision effectiveness
results from the isteractions among grouP membersr grouP
functloaing aad the decision situation. When using a judgmental
decisioa maki.ng group, 1) less effective decisioas are the

result when the decision does not require nember acceptancel
2) when a decision requires quality and originality, interacting
groups are likely t,o recommend less effective decisions;
3) when a decision involves a solution outside the worlcers
ordinary expertise, the quality of the decision is less
effective; 4) when experts external t,o a situation are consultedn

aad whea the decision requires acceptance, the decisioa
is Less likely to be effective; 5) when the decision requires
acceptance but not originality and intragr.oup conflict is
expected, ooniaal groups are likely to recommead Less effective
decisions, based on the decision eriteria of quality, acceptance
and originality (Stumpf, Freedmaa & Zand, L979 r pp. 77980).

CI{APTER IV
SUMMARY AND CoNCLUSIoNS,

IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Summary and Conc lus ions
-rrrrr=r{r.--

Communication provides

the

meaos by which ptoblens

are discussed and solved in problen solving groups.
communication must provide

and

at the

same

satisfactory resolution of

ptoblems

time meet the social and emotional needs

of group members. I"Ihile problem solving

methods caa provide

steps for the successful resolutionofproblems, no such

practical guldelines are available for

how groups cafl comnunlcate

to achieve effective decisioas.
Aa

quality
the

effective decision has two essential dimensioas:
and acceptance. The

adequacy

quality dirirension refers

to

of the decision in terms of the objective

facts of the problem.
how the group members

The acceptance dimensioa

refers

to

feel about a decision. High quality

and high acceptaace are both needed

for effective deeisions.

This means that group discussion must effectively deal with
both facts and feelings.

I.Ihen

full attention is paid

to

the variables that affect group communication during problem

resolution, effective decisions are achieved

more often
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Variables that affect communicat,ion in problem solving group

are: networks,

smal1 group ecology, group

size, individuat

versus group problem solving, leadership, conforraity, conflict
and the fuactioaal dirnensions of task, seLf-serviag behaviors
and naiatenacce.

This study aaaLyzed the research concerniag the relationship of comnunicatioa variables to the two qualities of

an effectlve decision aad reached two major conclusions:
1) the key to effective decisions is the utilization of
group member resources by seeking. the
group members

participation of all

ia the problem solving process; aad 2)

.commuaication variables have a more

some

sigoificant effect

than

do other variables on member particioation.

first conclusion is supported by the works of Steiaer
(L972) and Rohrbaugh (L979). Utilizing the resources of
The

the group through all-nnember participation alLows more skills,
i<ieas, kaowledge, experienees and judgments to be applied

for problem resolution. Higher quaLity and more lnformed
decisions are the result.

At the same time,

all-member

participation provides direct influence on the solution
which leads to greater acceptance of the decisioa.

Member

opialons aad fdeliags reflected or iacorporated in the solution

also increase
and

member acceptance and commitment

to support

catry out the solution.
The secoad conclusion involves a discussion

of

significance of the communication variables to group

the

1L1

participation.

Some

variables, more thaa others, have greater

irnpact upon problem solviag group communication and provide
more

insights into the cormunication process necessary for

effective decisions.

Based on an

this study concludes that four
more basic thaa others

analysis of the research,

communication variables are

in significantly influencing participation

aad consequeat decisioa

effectiveness: comnuoication networks,

trust, feedback and leadership.

These

four

comnunieation

variables "set the stage" and are the basic paradigm for

the iaterplay of the other variables.

l)
talk to
for

Because communication retworks prescribe who can
whon and when, networks

communicatioa

set the basic

pararnet,ers

in the problem solving group. After all,

nessage fl-ow rnust ensue

for the other conmunication variables

to irnpiage upon group process. Therefore, the clear expectat,ioas and results derived from research on the various patt,erns

of

communication should be applied

to create opportunities for

more equal

and problem soLving group methods

of

to problem solving situations
participation.

Leaders

that prescribe patterns

commuaication carr create conditions conducive

to effective

decisions by ensuring equality of opportunity for participatioa.

2) High levels of trudt are pivotal and basic to

group

participatlon and lead to higher quality decisioas that
have greater acceptance.

"Trust is a key faetor which wilL

influence the group problem solving process" (l(rueger,

p. 25). Trust as a communication variable interrelates

1983,

Lt2

with aad iafluences all group cosmunication, especially
toward cooperatioa, cocformity

to group goals,

and the creative use of conflict.

groupness

Trust implies mutuality--

a felt perception of a supportive relationship between group

that coaaects

menbers

members

with

one another and with

the goals of the gtoup. For exanple, trust between group
nenbers

is esseatial for support of group rrorns which eacoutage

differences of opinioa: "I trust that I can dlffer frour
you in rcy opinions and not be reJected because we both have

a

comrnon

understaading that diversity of opinions leads

to higher quality
adequate levels

and more

creative solutions." Without

of trust, effective decisions will not

be

reached, no matter horq theoretically sound the problem solviag
method, how

lnsightful

of patteras of
3)

and well-planned the

communieat,ion

Feedback

is

a

or

how devoted

facilitation
the leader.

basic and significant communicatioa

variabLe that serves as the "vehicle" for the total group

effort in lnteraction. High quality interpersonal

communica-

t,ion and conteat of feedback between group

will

facilitate the

hunan

rnembers

relations and intellectual

element,s

of group process to reach effective decisions. Positive,
clear, relevant and direct feedback provides the

means

reeiprocating undetstanding and trust betweea group

4)

The reLationship

members.

of leadership as a communication

variable to effective decisions is unique. While all
rnunication variables

of

com-

interrelate and are interdependent

I
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I

Jo

some degree,

leadership exerts more influence upon the

I

other variabLes because the posi.tioa of leadership carries
I

authority power aad status Leaders can strongly determine
the success of a problem solviug group to reach effective

I

I

I

decisions: leaders can make decisions coaceraiag the choice
of problen solving method, size of the gtoup, patterns of
commuaicatloo and

in

maay

other ways iaflueace the quarity

I

aad coatent

of comnunication in the group. For instaace,

trust teads to be reclprocated. Therefore, leader iaitiation
of trusting behavior will encourage reciprocal mernber trust.
sirnilarly, positive

feedbaclc commuaication

by the leader

works to iacrease cooperation and cohesiveness; the skillful

haadling of conflict by b leader promotes opeaness and trust
and eacourages the

further expression of divergeat opiaions.

l{ith leader authority and status
.Research

comes

respoasibiLtty.

clearly recognizes this responsibility, relating

group effectiveness to the characteristics and behavior

of the central figure in the group. The implications of
this responsibility to effective decisions requires that
leaders skillfully

of

utirize

member resources

good group communication and problem

by the application

solviag ski1ls.

I{htle research sometimes conveys the impression that "the
group can do it all" real-life situations usually need leaders

to

t,ake

responsibility for moving a group to final, effective

decisions.

In sunElary of the s igni f ican t yariab l es , le tworgs
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ale the base from which conmuaicatlon is structured-to

take

place; trust provides the supportive. climate necessary for

risk taking aad sharing
mean.s

is

the

by which understanding and trust is iacreased

and

between nembers; feedback

problens are resolvedl and leadership greatly influences

the interaction of all the variables.
Less significant observatioas result from the study

of the remaialng communication variables. Basic considerations
such as where menbers are seated aad group
can be dismissed as a

or

concern. Seatiag

U-shaped arraagement

members

in close proximity

eye contact, demonst,rates an

size, once determined,
and

in a circular

within

effective utilization of

good

the

research about group seatiag arraagemeats for the encouragefrent

of participatioa. The effects of group size oa reaching
effective decisions can be simply stated: group
size of five

seems

ideal for solviag

member

most, problems and

pro.rides participation opportunities. Typically problem

solving methods involve

sornewhat

larger groups to increase

the resources available for solving the problem. The larger
the group Lhe Less opportunity to participate. Therefore,
problem solving groups need

to rely oa leader skill to

ensure

'equa!.ity of opportunity for participation or need to structure
varying pat,terns of communication during problem soLving

to facilitate

nember

member resources

Group

influence on the solution and utiLize

for higher quality decisions.

interactioa calr lead to higher quality decisions
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than those

of individuals if the dysfunctionaL problems associated

with group lateraction can be minimized. Higher quality
decisioas and good group feeling about the decision results
when mernber resources

are suitable for the problem,

have equal opportunity

members

to part,icipate and the group exhibits

desirabLe communicatioa behavior.
The implications

of the research oa confornrity

and

coopetation are fairly stralghtforward: norms which reflect
group values
more

will promote communicat,ioa and comnitmeat for

efficient and effective decisions. Therefore, the

problem solviag group must,

iaitially

assume some basic house-

keeping tasks of agreeing upon group goals and achieving
consensus on the group's manrler

group nofl:rs which regard

of communication. For example,

conflict as a cherished value from

the basis for a commorr understaading to deal creatively
with differences.

The successful

resolution of conflicting

points of view is a source of satisfaction leading to greater
acceptance and also

results in

quality solutions.

An

more

creative and higher

essential motto for any group interaction

is to not confuse disagreemeat with dislike.
It

appears

that cohesiveaess is a result of cooperation

and conforrnity by group nembers

to group goals

and norns.

For nore effective decisions, groups need cohesiveness but

also must have norms that encourage diversity of opinion.
Task as a variable

rvill deterraine the problem solving

nethod used and the resources needed for problem resolution.

l

r16

I

The
I

I

skiLl of group

members and

the leader in using the

problem

solving method will determine the iofluence that the task
has upon the decision quality.

Self-serving behaviors are

clearly dysfuuctioaal to effective decisions in problem solving
i

groups. Training ia group

membership

skil1s is

recornmended.

fhis paper reached further conclusions regardiag

the

study of communicatioa in problem solving groups. Research
tends to regard variables as entitles--each variable standing

alone in order to be studied. This separat,ing of communication
phenomena

for study, though unreaListic, has its

and limitations.

I{hile separating

cornnunication process

a tendency to regard

each

advantages

variable from the

is convenient for study, there is

them as

just that: standing by

selves. A major point of this study is to
interrelationship and interdependeace

thear-

emphasize the

between comnunication

variables to create a total climate of problem solviag

group

communicatlon. The relationship of cornmunication variabLes

to effect,ive decisions needs to be considered through
Geaeral Systems framework--that a change

ia one part of

the system affects every other part ia the
An

tire

system.

additional observation coacerns the selection of

Goldhaber's (1983) classification of key variables as the
mears

to discuss the effects of

communicatioa variables

in problem solving groups. The framework has certain limitations. For exarnple, trust, feedback, cohesiveness and cooperation were areas of study revealed, by the literatur" ,".r"n
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but these areas lrere not specifically iacluded in

Goldhaber's

franrework. However, while all frameworks coasult,ed for
discussiag gf,oup communicatioa variabl.es had linitatioas,
Gol.dhaber's franelrork provided

the flexibility

to include

the above neationed areas of study.
Also abseat from Goldhaber's framework was the lnclusion

of nonverbal

communication as aa important

variable.

Non-

verbal comnunication is importaat because it can reinforce
the content aad relationship dimeasioas of a

it can give

message or

mixed messages when nonverbaL comnunicatioa

disagrees with the content dimension of the nessage. However,

the abseace of aoaverbal communicatioa as a variable

was

noted in all frameworks consulted for discussing variables

to conmunicatioa. In aCdition, nonverbal
was

rarely mentioned in

communicatioa

Lhe research on communicatioa in

problem solving groups.
Moreover,

it should be noted that Goldhaber

(1983)

placed the problem solving group in the cont,ext of an organiza-

tioaal setting rvhich may have influenced the selection of
the key variables. For example, whether an individual or

a group should soLve a problen is a consideration for the
organizatloa in terms of money, time and talent.

However,

the major impact of the varlable (individual versus group
problern solving) oa the conmuaication toward effecti.ve decisions,

involves concerns associated rvith the selection of group
members and problems

of group interaction.
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This paper recogaizes that more thaa just aa iqtellectual
explanation is needed in the aaalysis of the effects of
commuaicatioa variables on group commuaication. Conmunicatioa

includes more thin "variables." What is missing from the
research are the various qualities, auances and joys fouad

ln

communication

such as the use

that lend grace or

smoothness

to conversatioa,

of tact, or the tone or quality of voice

which conveys warmth, geauineaess aad eurpathy. Aaother

quality missing from the research is humor. As most group
members have experienced, humor serves

The

judicious use of

to release tension.

humor by group members aad leaders

in a t,inely fashloa can be extremel.y effective in prlcking
the balloon of seriousness and tension which may accompany
problem solviag.

Fiaa1ly, problem soLvers--group

members and

leaders--

nust seek experience in solving problems aad test ehe effectiveness aad 'ralidity of the findings of research. Intellectual
knowing

is not the

same

as doing--problem soLvers

rnust, seek

situations where communication skil1s can be praeticed for
achieviag effective decisions. The final conclusion of

this study is that while
rational
tenance

st,eps

probLem

solving methods provide

for the solution to problems, the nain-

of high quatity f,elational comnuaication in a positive

gtoup climate is the strongest influence on reaching effective
decisions.
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Imp

lications

varying impact of self-serving behaviors is esseatially

The

ac unknown dynamic operatlng

ia any group

aad

will affect

the quality of comrounication between members. uhire attention

to

alleviate

maintenaace variables can

some

self-serving

behaviors, training in group meurbership skills aad ia consensual

guideliues will allow groups to reach effective deeislons
more consistently.

Various ott"r factors would appear to affect decision
success aad communicat,ion

of problen soLving gf,oups: previous

group hisEory, organizational

setting, aesthetic conditions

of the meeting roorn, comfort of seating, noise,
eoolness

of the room, Length of

tine for lunch!

Each

warrnth or

meet,ing and whether

it is

factor could relate flegatlvely or

positively to the quality of

communication and decision

making.
Some

consideration must be given to member qualification

for tasks resolution. Since the resourses of the

group

determine to a significant exteat the quality of the sclution,

are there sone instances

when no preconceived

ideas, experiences

or skills related to the problem could conceivably iacrease
the qual-ity of solutions?
I,Ihile research has established a need for barance between

attention to task problems and aLtention to interpersonal
relations, is this "balance" necessarily applicable in heavily
task-oriented environnents? In other words, can problern
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solvers always assume that at all stages of the problem

solviag process that a balaace is
and enrotioaal and task

key--too

much

needed between

the social

factors? Flexibility could be the

leader attentioa to the "feellag" needs of

group members and

not

enough leader

atteation to the task

could result ia the sense that ao oae is "in charge." This
caa result ia a climate that leads to a devaluat,ioa of the

task and of the group as an eatity (Harper & Askling,

P.

19g0,

98)

Problen sol.ving methods must be selected for situational

requirements. Research reveals that most problem solving
methods

worlc. Horcever, problem solviag practitioaers nust

realize that there is no oae, sure-fire problem
method

that will do the job for all situations.

sol.viog
No problem

solving method is in and of itself perfect. problem solving
rnethods

are ideaL,'theoretical sLructures, but, when used

by groups are subject to many variables. For most effective

decisions, problen solving group

mernbers and leaders need

an uaderstanding of the basic problem solving steps

a stroag understaading of
for group interaction.

communication

These two'sets

skills

and

Recessary

of learaings can

thea be applied t,o any problemsolving situation to reach

effective decisions.

L2L
Fur

ther

Res

earch

Recommenda

tions

Further research, sinilar to the study by Focar-szocki

(1982)' is needed to deterrnine the interrelationship

between

leader qualities, group communication process aad problem

solving structures. A eharlenge for research is to provide
more definitive guidelines for leaders. For iastaace, what

attributes are necessary in the personality of the leader?
I'rhat balance does a leader need betweea a coacern for task
aad a coocera,

for iaterpersonal relations and stiLl

have

group nembers feel that someone is "at the heln?"

This paper found a contiauing concern expressed ia

literature for the appropriateness of problem
solving techaique to the problen situation. Research also
t'he research

is

aeeded on the

relationship between the nature of the
problem and the amount of guality and acceptance required
by the solution to the problem solving process utilized
(Miner, L979, p.92; Erffmeyer, Lggz, pp. g3-4).
IJhile communication variables affect all problem solving
stages, do some communication variables exert greater influence
at some problenr solving stages than at others? Research
'on conmunication variables and

the social and emotional

aspects relevant for different stages of the problern solving
process may reveal that different variables rnay be operating

within

each stage.

Further research is suggested to anaLyze the research
on cofirmunication in problen sorving groups through the
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variables that this paper found most slgnificant.

Other

research could be undertaken to regard aetworks, trust,

significant variables and structure

feedback and leadership as
an analysis

of problem solving group conmunicatioa to test

the conclusions of this paper that these four variables

are the rilost significant for effective decisions.

Lastly, the research consulted reflected small
for nonverbal

ia the problern solviag

communicat,ion

coocern

group.

Further research ls reconmended to determine the relatioaship

of

noaverbaL commuaication

to decision effectiveness, especially

to the acceptance dimension.
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